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CONSTITUTION

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

1. The Imperial Liberal Council is an association of Liberals
who are desirous of promoting the large and efficient development
of the British Commonwealth on Liberal lines both within and outside these islands, and who, accordingly, while adhering to the
traditional principles of their party, and being in full sympathy with
an advanced policy of social reform on broad and generous lines, are
impressed with the duty of maintaining our free, tolerant and
unaggressive Empire abroad.

OBJECTS.
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2. The objects of the Council are :—
(1.) To provide a centre for Liberals who are desirous
of advancing sound Imperial principles within the
Liberal Party.
(11.) To assist in forming, and to tiffliate, local councils
for the advancement of such principles in the constituencies.
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STATEMENTOF POLICY
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PUBLICATIONSOF THE COUNCIL:

29

Gladstone'sLiberal Imperialism.—The British Empire: Extracts from
Speechesof Lord Rosebery.—Liberalsand the Empire: Extracts from
Speechesof Lord Rosebery.—Gladstone on the Manchester School.—What
is LiberalImperialisill
of Dinner, November 12th,

1900.—Report
of Dinner to Sir Edward Grey, 25th March, 1901.—The
ImperialLiberals.—AnInujeria) Policy in mucation.—Liberuls and the
Colonies.

(111.)To promote social intercourse and the interchange
of opinion between Colonists and British Liberals.
(IV.) To promote in all practicable ways the consolidation
and ultimate Federation of the Empire.

MEMBERS.
3. The Council shall consist of Ordinary, Representative and
Honorary members.

SUBSCRIPTION.
4. Ordinary membersshall pay an annual subscription of one
guinea. Representativemembers shall pay an annual subscription
of half a guinea. Honorary members shall pay no subscription.
5. The Committee shall have power in their discretion from
time to time to impose, suspend, or abolish an entrance fee of one
guinea in the case of ordinary members.
6. Subscriptions are payable in advance on election and thereafter on the 1st May in each year. A member failing to pay a
subscriptionor entrance fee due from him within three months
from the date cf its becomingpayable shall, if the Committeeso
resolve, cease to be a member of the Council. The Committee may,
however, reinstate such a former member if they think fit.
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" I am a Liberal in politics. I approve of the objects of
Liberal Council and I desire to be elected thereto
Imperial
the
in accordancewith the provisions of Rule 11."
12. The affiliation of an association may at any time be can-

celled by the Cornmittee,and in that case all members of such
associationelectedto the Council under the provisions of the last
precedingrule shall at the end of the then current financial year of
the Councilcease to be members thereof, unless re-elected bv the
Committeein their individual capacity as ordinary members.

HONORARYMEMBERS.
13. The Committeemay elect any British subject who is in
their opinion distinguished for special services in advancing any of
the objects of the Council or any object closely akin thereto, or who

is willing €0 rendor such services outside the United Kingdom, ng an
honorary member of the Council. No subscription shall be payable
by an honorary member.
COMMITTEE AND OFFICERS.

14. The management of the funds and other property of the
Council, the conduct of its business, and the regulation and superintendence of its work shall be vested in the Committee,who shall
have all the powers incidental thereto as well ILSthose expressly conferred by these rules.
15. The Committee shall consist of the President, Vice-Presidents, and Tlonorary Treasurer of the Council ex-officio,and of
twenty-one other members, of whom any five shall form quorum.
16. The President and Vice-Presidents shall be elected for one
year, and the Treasurer for three years, at the Annual General
Meeting. Seven other members of the Committee shall be elected
annually at such meeting to hold officefor three years. All officers
and committeemen shall be eligible for re-election.
17. Notice of the date fixed for the Annual General Meeting
shall be posted or otherwise dispatched fourteen days prior thereto.
18. Nominations for any officeor for the Committee shall be
made in writing by two members of the Council, and shall reach

the Secretary at least seven days before the date of the Annual
General Meeting. Notice of such nominations in the form of a
voting paper (exceptwhen and in so far as the number of nomina-
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the United Kingdom
27. No memberwhoseaddress is outside
meeting.

shall be entitled to receive notice of any

28. No resolutionother than those relating to the adoption of
report by the Committeeor Treasurer or which are moved on behalf
of the Comniittee shall be entertained at a General Meeting unless a
notice signed bv the person proposing to move it and stating its
terms has reachedthe Secretary at least twenty days before the date
of such tneeting,or unless it be received by the Chairman of such
meetingon the requestof a majority of two-thirds of those present

thereat as a matter of urgencv.

FINANCIAL YEAR.
29. The financial year of the Council shall commence on the
1st May and end on the succeeding 30th April.

EXPENSES OF MEMBERS.
30. Expenses incurred by any member in attending a meeting
or performingany other work on behalf of the Council and at the
requestof the Committee may be paid by the Treasurer out of the

funds of the Council,

RESIGNATIONS.
31. Any menjberrnay resign by written
notice ild(lressed to the
Secretary, but such resignation shall not
affect his liability for any
entrance fee or
subscription payable J)efore the date thereof.
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EXPULSION.
32, A member may be expelled
by tho vote of not loss thnn twothirds of those pre8011b
at, any General Meeting in tho suromons
for
which notice of motion for his
expulsion hog been given, and after
he hag been heard nt rcasonable length,
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ALTERATION OF RULES.
33. Any alterntion in, or addition to
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by the vote of a majority of two-thirds of those
present n General
Meeting provided notice of tho proposed alteration
has been given to
the Secretory in writing signed by at least two men)
bers and has
been inserted in the summons convening such meeting.

ACQUIESCENCE IN RULES.
34. The payment of tin entrance fee, or subscription, or attend-

ance at any meeting of the Council shall be taken u.s proof of
acquiescence in the rules of the Council.

TRANSITORY RULES.
35. Until the Annual General Meeting in the year 1902 members of the Council and Vice-Presidents may be elected by the
Committee in such manner as they may think fit.
36. A Comrnittee of fifteen shall be elected by show of hands
at the First General Meeting us. and with the full powers of, the
Committee hereinbefore referred to. They shilll before the 31st
December, 1900, by co-option increase the number of their body to
twenty-one, exclusive of ex-officiomembers. Seven members of the
Committee, to be determined by a ballot of the Committee, shall
retire at the Annuul General Meeting in 1901,and seven members,
to be so determined by the Committee with regard to seniority, at
the Annual General Meeting in 1902, aud seven members, to be
determined with regard to seniority, at the Annual General Meetin€'

in 1903.
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IMPERIAL LIBERAL COUNCIL.
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
Appliratifllt fgr Jittfltltcr51Jip.

The Council has now 310 members and it is *beadilyattracting

earnest and energeticLiberalsto its ranks, In severalimportant

Regulationof the Committeea candidate
for mcrnbershipof the Council is required to
subscribe the following statenwnt :—

J am a Liberal in politics, and

I approveof the objectsof the Imperial
Liberal Council."

centres affiliated local committees have been established, In many
other districts the Councilhas secured the services of influential and
reliable correspondents.

A large number of meetings have been addressed by speakers
provided by the Council. In all cases the reception accorded to the
views advocated by this orgunisution has been of a most encouraging
character.
During the General Election of last year your Committee were
especiallyactive. Several of their own number, as well as many
other members of the Council, were themselves engaged in contesting

constituencies. Your Committee were, able to provide valuable
assistance upon the platform to many of such candidates as well as
to Imperialist Liberals generally.
The following publications, which huve been issued from time to
time, have been widely circulated, and are confidently believed to
have had considerable educutiontvlinfluence
No.
No.

I.—THE IMPERIAL LIBERAL COUNCIL.
2. GLADSTONE'SLIBERAL IMPERIALISM.

No.

3.—SIR IIENRV Il, FOWLER ON THE SOUTH AFRICAN

NO,

QUESTION,
A.—-THE CHURCHES AND THE WAR.
W AR; ITS CAUSES AND OBJECTS.

No.

EurutE.—E.xtrtucts from speeches by
G.—THE
the Fnu•lof Rosebery.

10
—LIBERALS A.sn 'TJIV,

Estracts from speechog

Rogebcry.
by the Earl of

SCHOOL.
M ASCHV,sTETt
—GLADSTONE OS THE
IMPERIALISM.

OS LIBERAL
No. 9. —LIBF,TIAL
IMPERIALISM?
so. 10.-AVHAT IS
PRINCIPLES.
No. 11. —OCR

I VOTE
so. 12.—Ilow SHOULD
Annnv,ss OF LORDTBRASSEV.

,.
so. 13
NValton, K.C., M.P.
: By J. Lawson
No. 14.—IMPERIALISM
ON THE 12TH
DINNER

OF SPEECHES AT
So. 15.-—IRF.PORT
NOVEMBER,1900.
DINNER TO SIR EnvvtARD
OF SPEECHES AT
So.
1901.
GREY OS THE 25TH MAIWH,

during the year: two of a public
Four dinners have been held
dinners followed by general
character and two in the nature of house
attended and have proved a
discussion. They have all been well
together representative
convenient and agreeable means of bringing
country.
Imperialist Liberals from various parts of the
There have been two General Meetings of the Council. At the
first, 'vüich was held on the 10th April, 1900, the constitution was
adopted and offcers and the committee were appointed. At the second,
which v.as held on the 12th February, 1901, the following resolutions
were unanimously adopted •

Thitt in viewof certain misapprehensionswhich appear to exist with
regard to the objects and methods of the imperial Liberal Councilthe
members assembled in general meeting resolve as follows :—

1, They re-affirmtheir original declaration that the primary object of
the Council is to advance sound Imperial principles within the Liberal
Party and jn the country.

2. Theyexpresstheir convictionthat the Liberal Party ought frankly
to Edopt,as the Lasisof its future work in the constituencies, an advanced
policy of social,administrative and constitutional reform at home; the

consolidationand ultimate federationof the United Kingdom with the
Colonieg•,and the firm and efficient njaintenance of Imperial interests
abroad.

3. They believethat the existenceof the Council enables those Liberals
whom it represents to exercise their proper influence in shaping the
opiniongand rnou)dingthe policyof the Liberal I'avi,y, and that its main•
tenancÅ' a pernmnentorganisntioniB in the ini.erestsof the party as
whole. 'J'heydisclaim as inconsistentwith their principles und objects
any intolerant attitude on the part of the J)tembers
of the Council townrd8
other Liberals.
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A special meeting was
summoned on the 22nd
Septomber, 1900,
for the purpose of hearing an
address from the President
on the then
pending General Election.
Since the first General Meetingon
the 10th April, 1900, the Committee have met twenty-one times ;
the standing Sub-committeeson
Finance, Publication, and Organisation
have met twenty-one times,
and there have also been numerous
meetingsof temporarysub-committees.
Your Committee cannot but regtu•d
with deep satisfaction the
progress made by the Councilduring the first
year of its existence.
The influential position to which it has so
rapidly attained has
exceeded their most sanguine anticipations,
and has more than
justified its creation and establishment as a permanent
organisation
of the Party.
It is very generally acknowledged that but for the
efforts of the

Council the result of the last electionwouldhave been far
more
disastrous to the Liberal Party than it actually was. At the same
time your Committee are convinced that, had the elections been

uniformly fought by Liberal candidates on the lines adopted by this
organisation, the Unionist Party wouldhave suffereda large reduction of its majority, if, indeed, it had escaped actual defeat.
In every direction the operations of the Committeehave been
attended by encouragement, while their declarations upon questions
of public policy have been received with respect and have had a
marked effect in guiding Liberal opinion.
Your Committee think it right to repudiate the suggestion which is
so frequently made that the Council is a sectional organisation. The
resolutions which have been cited above would seem sufficient to
prove that no objection to its existence can reasonablybe urged upon
this ground. The Council is endeavouringto assist in the formation
of correct views upon Imperixl questions, which its members believe
have hitherto received insufficient attention from many Liberals. In
carrying on this work its aim is necessarily comprehensive.
The Committee propose during the ensuing year to continue the
work of educating the constituencies by the speeches of members,
the distribution of literature, and the formation oi local councils.
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STATEMENT

OF POLICY.

(Issued by the Committee in July, '900.)
The Members of this Association are Liberals who steadfastly
adhere to the traditional principles of their party, and, at the same
time, cherish the larger patriotism which is now called Imperialism.
They believe that upon the permanence and development of the
British Empire, as a great Liberal commonwealth of nations, rest
the best hopes for humanity at large, while they are equally convinced

that the Liberal Party has been, and is capable of again becoming
the most potent political agency in promoting the welfare of the
inhabitants of the Empire itself.
We, therefore, as the Committee speaking on behalf of this
organisation, insist that the maintenance of our free, tolerant and
unaggressive Empire should be a cardinal principle of politics.
The word Empire " suggests to us a commonwealthof liberty,
justice, and equality before the law : a vast community of freemen

united by the traditions of a glorious past and by the common
hope of a still more glorious future of moral, social and material
progress.
We think that the opinion and voice of our fellow citizens outside
these islands should be accorded their due weight in settling questions
affecting the Empire at large.

Prominent among such questions is that of the settlement which
has to be effected in South Africa. We maintain, in accordance with
what we believe to be the opinion of the vast majority throughout
the Empire, that, in order to ensure a lasting peace and to promote
the general welfare, it is necessary that the territories comprised in
the South African Republic and the Orange River Colony shall be
permanently incorporatedwithin the dominionsof the Queen ; that
local self-government shall be established as soon as, accoldino to the
course of events, may appear practicable, and that effectual provision
shall be made for the complete equality of rights as between the two
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A vast amountof goodwork remains to be done along the lines of
Liberalism,the principles of which are Justice, Righteous-

ness, and the Liberties of the People.
It is our part to labour cautiously yet strenuously to effect neces-

reforms. For centuries our predecessors have
sary constitutional
striven to render Parliament rnore and more truly representative of

the people. Their work has still to be completed in many vitally
importantrespects. The reform of the House of Lords, the restriction of everyelector to the exercise of one vote, the shortening of
the term of residence qualifying for the franchise, and the general

simplificationof the conditions of registration, must be pressed
forward with unremitting energy.

Administrative
reformis at the present moment still more urgently
needed. We have recentlyseen a grave
situation created by reason
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ot tho inemciency ot the War Office and the system which it
controls. It is therefore manifestly necessary to insist upon
drastic refornr of the military department, so as to render it adequate
to the work of superintending the defences of the Empire, and
worthy of the prnctieal genius of the people whose safety is committed

to its care. The Liberol Pnrty by its past work has prepared the
way for the further changes which are now necessary, and ib is the
spirit of that ptvrtywhich must animate the reformers whose task it
will be to place our voluntary army, recruited from every part of the
Ernpire, upon a sound democratic basis. We accept the reform of
this department of the State as among the first chargesupon the
energies of our party.
At the same time we fully appreciate the fact that the vigilance

which has been displayed in connection with the navy since the
adoption of the scheme proposed by the Liberal Government in 1893,
and which has resulted in its present strength, cannot safely be

relaxed in any degree. The electorate must never be allowed to
forget that, in regions so widely separated as is the case with the
various portions of the Empire, it is absolutely necessary, in order to
protect our commerce and secure our food supply, that we should
possess a predominant navy in the highest state of preparation and
efficiency.
We gladly accept the special and beneficent mission of the Liberal

Party in modern times, and maintain that it must be peculiarlyour
part to press for social reform,in order that British men and women
may be stronger, healthier, happier ; for fiscal reform, in order that
their burdens may be lighter and more equitably distributed ; for
educational reform, in order that they may be better equipped for
the
the fierce industrial competition of the time ; and for reform in
more
opened
be
services of the State, so that a free career may
widely to talent.
will thus be
The increased demands upon public funds which
imperative
it
render
justice,
necessitated, as well as considerations of
taxation.
that ground values should be made subject to

that neutrality on
Nor shall we forget to persist in demanding
the various religiouscommuthe part of the State in its attitude to
feeling of social life and the
nitics, without which the good
always be jeopardised.
intellectual progress of the race will
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Widetask vhich is imposedon the British race,
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fro:n the main current of national activity and
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calamity
a
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influence the national councils. To
no etiort should be spared and no ordinary risk eschewed.
NVeshall theref01Vsteadily pursue the course upon which we have
entered. in the confidenthope that our Party will rise to its responsibilJties and opportunities and worthily guide the great commonof u bich the United Kingdornis the centre, along its upwtu•d
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W Enslemere Court, Faversham; N.L.C.
Lower Berkeley Streets W.

J. J. , 32, MoorgateStreet, B.C., and a, Park Hill, Richmond;
131SGOOD,
SO Club.
J.P., 52, Queen Vietoria Street; City LibertilClub ; ViceBla.scx,T.
President, Hornsey Division Liberal Association.
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3. Old Bank Charnbers, Leeds; N.L.C, ; Vico-PreIdon1,
HENRY,

IÄ(is and YorkCounty Liberal Club; Treasurer, Leeds Com.
mittec I.L.C.
M., 6, Crown Otlice Row, Tenil)le; 80 Club.
STANLEY
BLIGH.
J.P., Devonshire,Club, St. Janies' Street, W.
BLISS.
25, Mosley Street, Manchester; N.L.C.
• Footy, F. HANDEL,
B.C.L., 2, Pump court, Temple; 80 Club;
A. C.
N.L.c,
Park, Tmnworth-in-Arden; N.L.C.
Ladbrook
W.,
OSCAR
•
B., 155, Stapleton Hall Road, Stroud Green.
HENRY
BRACKE.XBCRY.
G., M.P., D.L., Oak Lawn, Crawley Down,
HON.ARTHCR
Sussex;
iieform; so Club.
the HON.THOMAS
REAR-AI)MIRAL
S. , Glynde Place, Lewes,
•BY.A.xn.
Sussex;
N.L.C.

*BRAS.sEY.
RIGHTHON.LORI),K.C.B., 24, Park Lane, W. ; 80 Club;
Reform.
HON.T. A., Park Gate, Battle; 80 Club; N.L.C. ;
Memberof
Executive,Home Counties Liberal Federation.

MONTEFIORE,
135,Finchley Road, N.W.; N.L.C.
BROOKS,
HERBERT
E. , StiffordLodge, near Grays, Essex ; 80
Club; N.L.C.;
President.South East Essex Liberal Association.
BEOCGH,
J. It., C.C., 29, Alexandra Villas, Finsbury
Park, N; 80 Club.;
City Liberal; N.L.C.; Vice-President,
Hornsey Division Liberal
Association.

ALFRED,
J.P., 29-32,Warwick Lane,
E.c.; N.L.C.
C. HERBERT,
3, New Square, Lincoln's Inn,
W.C.
BRUCE,
J. , 19,
Mount View Road, N.

T. BosT0N,
3, Paper Buildings, Temple.
lh.'Y1)GEs•,
E. E. H., 11, Stone
Buildings, Lincoln's Inn.
I',CCKLEY,
T. H. W., The Grange,
Crawley Down, Sussex ; orig. member
BCENLEY,
A. C.. Arkley Copse,

Barnet, Ilerts.

., BrownHill,

Great Barr, S. Staffordshire; N.L.C.
ActingPresident
West BrornwichLiberal
Association ; Treasurer,
Handsworth
CAI,ELL, c.s.l., Division Liberal Association.
16, St. James'

Castclnau, Wiliibledon
Square,

Hill, S.W. ; E.I.U.S. Club,

S.W.
THOS.
E., 6, Hillside,
Crickiewood,
CAMPBELL,
N.W. ; N.L.C.
H. MURRAY,
F.R.G.S., The
Bungalow, Bricket Wood.
J.P., Saxon
Chambers, London Road, st. Leonard••
on-sea; President,
Jlastirjgs Liberal
Association; 80 Club.
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CARTER,G. WALLACE,
Fairhoime, Swallow Beck, Lincoln; Sec., Eastern

Counties Liberal Federation.
CAVE,Trro.MAs,
Carshalton Park House, Carshalton; City Liberal.
CAVE,Wyr. J. C.. Beechfield,Bromley, Kont; N.L.C,; City Liberal,
A. W. , J.P., Crooksbury, Farnham, Surrey ; N.L.C.
•CHAPMAN,

Gor»mnn,J.P., L.C.C.; 157,reckhnrn Rye, S.E. N.L.C.
*CLARKE,
Be, Bnnk Buildings. Kidderminster; N.L.C.
CLITIP,ERY,
P., 40, Colville Terrace, W. ; 80 Club; NeL.C.
COHEN,ARTHUR

A. Ross, 81-83, Cheapside, E.C.; City Libernl; orig. member
N L.c.
81, Cheapside, E.C. ; City Liberal; DevonNhireClub.
E. HOWARD,
COLLINS,

w M.R.. Trafalgar Buildings,Trafalgar Square, W.C ; N.L.C.
JOHN,M.P., Cleland, Lanarkghire ; N.L.C.
•COLVILLE,
SIRW. MARTIN,
Red House, Hornton Street, Kensington; 80 Club.
tCONWAV,
COOKE,
P. J., BirkbeckBank Chambers, W.C.; S.L.C.
Coosres, TOM,14, King Street, Leeds ; Hon. See. LeedACommittee, I-L.C.
Wellington Club, S.W., and Wandel, Mitcham ; SOClub.
*Cox, R. HIPPISLEY,
J. KIRKE,'21, Water Street, Liverpool.
CROOKS,
DALZELL,
A., Pen-y-Craig,Tintern.
JAMEs,Bilston, Staffordshire, and Knightwick, Worcester ;
DANGERFIRLD,
N.L.C.
High Street Chambers, Heretord.
GILBERT,
DAVIES,
I).ovs, S., Eastmount, Knights Hill, West Norwood.
PELL, R. E., 1la, Oxford and Cambridge Mansions, W.
J., LL.B., Ceylon ; Nutionld Liberal Club.
DE MEL,FREDERIC
Enfield Houce, Grove Road, Woodford; S.L.C. ;
Dupr1LL,
T.
DENMAN,
Hon. Sec., Woodford Liberal Association.
WILLIAM,7, Smeeting Street, Liverpool ; Liverpool Junior Reform
DENTON,
Club.
ROBERT Highelere House, Heston, Middlesex ; 80 Club.
Devo.N8H11tE,
DOUGLAS,
W., 2, Down Street, Piccadilly.

J., 12, Iddesleigh Mansions, Victoria Street, S.W.
DOVEKEIOHLY,
I)R.SKE,DENNIS,National Liberal Club.

Hon. See.
W. B., Brownings, Chelmsford; SOClub; Reform;
Association.
Chelmsford Division Liberal

Exeter ; SOClub.
IDUNN,A. F,owuu», Mayor of Exeter, Castle House,
Club
; City Liberal.
SO
;
Sundy
Place,
Sandye
SIR ROUEUT,

orig. MemberN.L.C.
J. Wil.eo.x,J.P., Wolstunton,Staffordshire;
Member N.L.C.
112, Regent's Road, Leieester ; orig.
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21
11.S..

Street, Piccadilly;
220, Old Bond

N.T. C.

FJ.c. ; N.L.C.
G., 6,
Street, Cnrdiff.
21,
CHARLES,
Leicester.
Knighton Lodge,

; N.L.C.
House,
F.s.l., Lansdowne
FRANK,
JOUSSON.)
Frnarsos, J. E.
Lane, W.C.
Chancery
59,
D.C.L., LL.D., M.P., 30, Grosvenor
sm B. WALTER,
member N. L.C.

Reform ; orig.
Westminster,S.W. •
Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.
park
61, Belsize
MARTIN,
FLAJiD,
Sussex, and 34, Seymour
F. , M.P., natton, Willingdon,
•FREEMAN-THOMAS,
Street, W. ; SOClub.

Mansions, W. ; Devonshire;
FRET).C., J.P., 19, Colville
'FRYE,ALI)ERMA.N
N.L.C.; M.P. North Kensington,
80 Club; orig. meniber
1892—95.

Wilts., and 47, Rutland Gate,
JOHN,M.P., Jaggard.s, Corshanl,
•FUJ,IF.R,
S. VC.; SO Club.

W. F., Chiswick, Middlesex; SO Club.
FULLER,
Spring Hill, Upper Clapton; N.L.C.
'THOMAS,
GARLA.NI),
3,
ARTHUR, York Buildings, Dale Street, Liverpool.

T. J., 46,GeorgeStreet, Edinburgh ; orig. member N.L.C.
Goru»o.s,
16, Empress Gate, S.W. ; Devon
Slit E. TEMPERLEY,
•Gornr,F-v,COLONEL
shire; S.L.C.; M.P. Sunderland, 1868—1900.
15, Grove Elul Road, N.W.; N.L.C.
CHAI:IÆS,
GREIG,J. W., LL.B., 3, New Square, Lincoln's Inn; 80 Club.
J. W., WoodfordGrange, Shrapstone.
GREY,
Guppy,W., Marston Gate, Buckhurst Hill, Essex ; City Liberal.
A., J.P Romanhurst, Bromley, Kent ; orig. member
GURNEY-SMIUH,
N.L.C.

HALL,SAMUEL,
19, Aberdeen Park, Highbury, N. ; N.L.C.
HALL,WALTER,
5, Wedderburn Road, Hampstead.
• HAMILT0N,
NORMAN
P. , 18, Cockspur Street, Pall Mall, S.W.

HAM110N1),
ROBERT,
(64,Vict01ia Street, S.W. ; City Liberal ; N.L.C.
HA)1M0N1),
W., Bolingbjoke Lodge, Wandsworth Common.
HANCOCK,
It. J. , 46, Stan well Road, Penarth.
HAND,REV.J. E., 16, Helmet Row, E.c.; N.L.C.

G. A., L.C.C.,106,

Hill, S.E.; N.L.C.; Hon. Treasurer,

DulwichLiberal Association.

HARDY,
G. THIRJ,STONE,
The Old House, Park Road, Twickenhnm.

CrctLB., 160, Temple Chnmberq, E.C., and 2, Grent Cumber.
land Placo, Hyde Park, W. ; Devonshire ; 80 Club ; N.L.C»
HILDEBRAND
A.. 51, Curzon Street, S.W.
• HARMAw0RT1r,
JJARPER,ALDERMAN
JOHN,J.P., Bructon blouse, Bilgton, S. Staffordshire ;
orig. member N.L.C.
W., The Laburnurnp, Bi18ton.
HARItrg,CLEMENT
Il ARRIS, HON. JOTTN',E.I.U.S, Club, 16, St. ,Jtune8 Square, W. ; New

Forest Liberal Aggociation.
C. D., Manor Houge, Morebath,Devon; DevonghireClub; orig.
TIARROD,
member N.L.C.
HART, ALGERNON
NEWTON,
The Pines, Putney Hill, S.W. ; Vice-pregident.

South Islington Liberal Association.
'HART, HEBER,LL.D., Goldsmith Building, Temple; 80 Club; N.L.C.
M.D., 9, Wellesley Mansions, Kensington,
HART,H. WHEATLEY,
; National Liberal Club.
THOMAS
HARTLEY,
GEORGE,142. Fellows Road, South Hampstead ; 80 Club.
TIAWKSLEY,

HAZEL,A. E. W., B.C.L., LL.D., Jesus College,Oxford; so Club; N.L.C.
HEAL,H. H., 68, Richards Terrace, Cardiff.
; National Liberal Club.
HEAPS,WALTER
HARRY,J.P., Norton Court, Isleworth; 80 Club; N.L.C.
t H cr,DMANN,
J. M., Warleigh Lodge, Wimbledon, Surrey; N.L.C.
*HENDERSON,
1, Porchester Gate, W. ; 80 Club.
*HENRY,CHARLES,
HEPWOIITH,ALFRED,Vernon Road, Leeds.

N. R. , Leeds; N.L.C. ; Chairman, Centml Leeds Libernl
HEYWORTH.
Association; Chairman, Leeds Committee,I-L.C.
5, New Court, Lincoln's Inn; N.L.C.; 80 Club.
HERBERT,T. ARNOLD,

HESTER,T. N., 34, Victoria Street, S.W.; N.L.C.
E., 39, st. John's Wood Park, N.W.
HEYDEMAN,
HICKS, JOSEPH,19, Addle Street, E.C. ; City Liberal.

HIRST, W. A., 236 N.C. Lines, Meerut, India.

Club.
*HOARE,IIUGH E. , Danbury Palace, Chelmsford; Reform ; 80

D., The Hallams, Shamley Green, Surrey; 80 Club.
CHARLES
11101)GSON,
N.L.C.
2, Bedford Place, Russell Square, W.C. ; N.L.C.
IIOFFER,JACQUES,
Waterloo, Liverpool.
HOLMES,F. G„ Haydon Villa, Gt. Georges Road,
Junior Reform Club.
Liverpool
Hoop, JOSEPH,41, Castle Street, Liverpool;
member N.L.C.
orig.
Wulsall;
Beseot,
Grange,
J.P., The
• YIonTON,ENOCH,

Ingleside, Edge Hill Road, Castle Bar, Ealing, W. ;
MAURICE,
HULBERT,
Radical Association.
N.L.C. ; Vice-President, EtblingLiberal and
N.L.V,
Edinburgh;
HUNTER,WILLIAM,17, Nelson Street,
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îțuil(lings, Tenłplc; 80 Club; mornbar
C. Ce, 3, łlnrconrt
Federntion.

of F,xeeutive,
T. 11.W..

Counties Libornl

L.c.c„ 101, ľratt Street, Catndcn Town, N W

Louth, Lincolnshiro; N.L.C.
FREDJ., Hollowgate,
Street, Liverpool.
Peters Ițuil(îinss, 13, lănnfora
80 Club; N.L.C.
'ľomple;
Court,
Garden
• IsxĂes.lă•rus, R.C., l,

House, lăontynłister, near Newport, Mon, ;

JOHNIț.,

.Ț.OIFS.

S7.

.ȚvsĂr.xs,

South Ilampstead, N.W. ; N.L.C.
Club.
Liberal
, 'ationłll
16, Abchnł\'h Lane, E.C.

J. E., Springkell, Ecclefechan, N.B.; 80 Club;
•.ȚDVNSOX.FFRGCSO.N,
Division, Leicestershire, 1885—6, 1892—
lnnghborough
M.P.,
1900.

JôNF.s.

tîllswater, Green Lanes, N. ; City Liberal.
JosŁ•s,A. HORATIO.
Hill, Wolverhampton.
Tettenhall
.J0NEs.E.
Charles Street Chambers, Cardiff.
JONES,SAMTEI.,

Joyx•sox.C. W. D., J.P., Albert House, King's Hill, Wednesbury.
E.. M.P., 41, Grosvenor Place, W. ; Reform; 80 Club.
A.M.C.I.E..l)unottnr, Shoot-up-ldill, 13rondesbury; N.L.C.
JAMES,
Cober Hill, Cloughton R. S.O., Yorks.; N.L.C.
KNOWLES.
C. M., 23, Maida vale, W. ; SO Club; N.L.C.
ALLAN
J., 2, l)ułnp Court, Tetnple; S() Club; N.L.C.
•LAwsox,H. L. W., O.P., L.C.C., 37, Grosvenor Square, W. ; Reform
;

SOClub; N.L.C.; M.P. west st. Pancras, 1885-1892; East

Gloucestershire, 1893-5.

LF-CKIE,
JOHN,Hammerwich House, near Lichfield ; N.L.C.
; Vice•Presi•
Ljbełnl Association.

Vice-President Wulstdl

LEO'JI'.,W. (GRAHAM,
Gartmore, Ilammerwieh, Lichfield ; N.L.
C. ; VicePresident, Walsall Liberal
Association.

LEEDS-SMITH,
E. T.. Sandy; PIesident,
North lledfordshire
Association.

LF.NNÂRI/,

SAMUEL,

Liberul

J.F., Mayor of Leicester, Glenlinden, West

walk, Leicester; N.L.c.
LEWIS,HARRY
It, , 5, Argyll Jtoad,

J.F., 52, Victoria Slreot, Liverpool.
LÎNTON,THOMAR,
LîSȚv.1ț,Tț. A.. J.P., The Towers, Dur»ley, Gloucestershire;
N.L.C.
New Conveyor Co., Smethwick.
Prłrnrp H., 97y Gloucegter Terraoe, Hyde Park, W.
LOCKHART,
; N.L.C.
I.•.g,

JAftEZ,J.P„Muyor ot Smethwick, Smethwick, Staffordshire.

LORÎNO,Aît•rrrtțRH., llr», Princes Street, Weštmin«tor; Hon, Sec., Imperial
Federntion (Defence) Comrnitteo,
I,YCEȚ'I',.JAS,A., Bnrnt Trec Houge, Tipton ; N.L.C.

J., Invermay, Wimbledon.
MĂcFAT'.r,ÂN,

J., 1-3, Rangoon Street, E.C. ț N.L.C.
MACOREOOR,
W. LYON,12, Alva Street, Edinburgh ; Reform Club.
MACKENZIE,
MACRIE,COLONEL

A., Kirkthorpe, Scăvrboroughț orig. member N.L.C.

LIONELW., 54, Great Tower Street. E.C. Liverpool Reform
MAK0VSK1,
Club.

32, lărtridge Iload, Cardiff.

dent, Walsall Liberal Association.
LEIEW.,J. A., 5, Victoria Tenace,
Wnlsall ;
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Kensington ; City Liberal,

Fair Lawn, Redhill; orig. member N.L.C.
MAKovsK1,STANISLAV8,
HON.J., 10, Cadogan Gardens, S.W.
MANSFIELD,
MATHEws,Rev. G. D., D.D., 25, Christchnrch Avenue, Brondesbnry, N.W.
SYLVAIN,
B.A., Ph.D., I, Garden Court, Temple; Club: N.L.C.
ț,MAYER,
McMur.r.EN, W. ARTHUR, Dixon House, Lloyds Avenue, Fenchurch

Street, E.C.
țMEATES, 'I'rroărĂs As, J.P., Glenholme, Wimbledon Pmk, Surrey; 80 Club ;

City Liberal; N.L.C.
MELL0R,B. DIX0N,55, Highbury Hill, S.; N.L.C.
• MENDL,S. F. , 14, Devonshire Street, Portland Place, W. ; Reform ; 80
Club; N.L.C.; M.P., Plymouth, 1898-1900.
ST. JOHN,Eden Lodge, Tilford, Surrey.
PAVLET
MILI)MAY,
MILI.s, J. SAXON,Cape Town; 80 Club.

MILLS,W. HASL.OI,3, Essex Court, Temple.
Mrr.NE,S. M., Calverley House, near Leeds; N.L.C.
; National Liberal Club.
MORGAN
M0RGAN,
1, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. ; N.L.C.•,
PRITCHARĐ,
W.
M0RGAN,
•
M.P., Merthyr Tydvil, 1888—1900.
MORRIS, SPENCERW., AS, Christehurch noad, Streatham Hill; SO Club ;

N.L.C.

57, Onslow Squtu•e,W.; 80 Club.
Movł:roă', H. FI,ETOHER,
JOHN,Ramleh, 13, Wymond Street, Putney.
Ă10Y1,E,

țNM)IER,T. B., LL.I)., L.C.C.,J.P.,7, NewSqtnre,
Reform.

NESĂ•suĂ1,

C., St. Swithin's Lodge, Lincoln.

Inn; 80 Club;

National Ț,ibcrnl C,lnb.
Ițowlnn(l lłouge, Leeds,
Green, Birmingham
l,vwxs, Cn.kemore.J,nngley
Stonrbyi(lgo,
Fernlcigh,

Nonł•n,

C.

Ițît.ny, ÎI, Î,ÎNDON,
LL.B., Court Chnmborg,

Ingntestone, N.L.C.
Ivy Hill, Mnrgnretting.

J, M., M.P., Bonghtnn Hftll,

COLONEL, G.; Nn tional

Woking, Snrrey ; HOClub ; N.L.c,
C)nb.

J. E., Muidenhend;N.L.C.

D.. Bnrt., M.P., 10, Vietorin. Street,

; Ițcform ;

80 Club.

GyonGEDonos, 9, Clemenťs Lane, E.C.
Gnrdcns, W. ; 80 Club ; orig.
R. W., M.I'., 11. Kensington
Counties Liberal Federntion.
Eastcrn
President,
rncmberN.L.C.;
Street, W. ; 80 Club; N.L.C.
10, st.
G.

Southfield, Mount l)nrk 1Road,Ealing; Treasurer,
Elling Libornland Radical Association.
Powr:.i,.T. L., 24. Rutbin Gardens, Cardiff; Hon. Sec. Cardiff Committee,
I.L.c.
57, MoorgtłteStreet, E.C. ; City Liberal.
CHÂJt1,rs,
S. H.. The Crescent, Hereford ; N.L.C.
• PŁovxxn. A. D., 2, Whitehnll Court, S.ĂV.; Reform ; M.P. Blackfriarg
and Hut,cheson l)ivision of Glasgow, 1886—1900.

N.B. ; N.L.C.

H., 4, l)ock Chnłnbers, Cardiff ; N.L.C.

38, st. John's WoodPark, N.w.; N.L.C.
• IIAJWÂEI„
H. IL, J.F., Havering-atte-Bower,Romford ; 80 Club; N.L.C. ;
of ExeentiveHome Counties Liberal Federation.
H.
D.J...
J)ollis Hill, N.w. ;
;

orig. înełnber N.L.C. ; M.P. Aston, 1885-86.
I)JŁ.CHAEI,ES,
Hailey House, near Wallingford ; 80 Club.
•IIF.S'JON,
CAFTAN
A. Leslie, 22, Park Street, W. ; 80 Club.
I{ENWEE,
JAMES,
29, Hillside Rond, Stanjford JIill, N.

11EYbOL1)H,

CHIL
v, J, HartjngLonStreet,

Mercury Office, J,eeds.

Jîoad, Belfast.

lăc11ÂEJ*,I). 14, Queen Victoria Street,
F.C. ; N.L.C,

11JCKÂ1tJ),
'1H0MĂs,'J'he PophłrŃ, Cotc.enhłtłn
Park,

A, G., K.C., 45,

Reform.

Ițond, S. W, ; N.L.C,ț VicoTrngi(tont.Cltî Liberal
Club.

IțonŔRȚNON,
I). D., 2, Now Court, Carey Htrovț, Lincoln'g Inn,
W.C.
'IțongoN, W. S., K.C , M.P., 20, F,aton Square, S.W, î V

Club; Brookg' Rotorrn ț N.L.CÎ

80

HERMAN,
62, Fitzjohn'g Avenue, N.W N.L.C.
ÎŁOUHE,
HARRY,Firby 11011,Bednle; Îlcform ț Chairman, Ițichrnondghire
LiberLl Aggociatlon, Yorkg.
Iț0URF„ Mâxwnr.r., Firby FINII, Bednle; 80 Club.

E., Învergarry, NewBnrnet; City Liberal.

W L., Conisțon,

Helen's.

J.F., Kelvin Houne, '205, South LLtnbeth

C. D., 53, norkeley Square, w. ț Roforrn.

ă P.. StiŔted llnll. Vsgcx.

Sm

Ar,n.XANDRn,
C.C.,

N.L.c.

Wimblcdon ; N.L.C.

Charnbers, 9, Bridge Street, Westnjinster ;

Ițt}HJUț1țOOKE,

St, George'g, Ampthill. Ițedg., and 116, Aldersgato

Street, E.C.
W. G., M.L., 13, Ctuhcart Hill, N, ; N.I,.C,
SANIjwrcrr, R10HT HON.THE EARL

Hinchingbrokô. nuntingdon.

E. Ta, 37, St. Mary Axe, E.C.
SCAMMELL,
SCHIFF,A. J., 40, Upper Brook Street, Grosvenor Square, S.W.•,City Liberal.

SCHWAB,
S, M., 9, Bread Street, E.C. ; orig. member N.L.C.
JAME8H., Warren Point, AvenueIload, Highgute•,City Liberal.
Strv.FFIELD,MAJ0RFRANK,L.C.C., Pfțlaspaiț IĂ)ehxm Gurdcng, Ba.mlłstend ;

N.L.C.
W. S., LL.M., 10, New Court, Lineoln's Inn ; ă.) Club;
SIIEIUIINGTON,
IŁeform.

C.E.; 50, Nevern Square, S.
SHONE,ISAAC,

orig. membcr N.L.C.

t
12, New Court, Lincoln 8 Iun.
SILLE.M,RICHARD,

Eniing,W.
The
E., B.A.,
SIMONS,
Harcourt Buildings, Temple; SOClub; N.L.C.
SLATER,EcwĂRDT..
80 Club; N.L.C.:
SI.ATER,S, M., B.C.L., The Ehns,
Asociation.
Liberal
Vice-President, Walsall
S*łrru).
GVR.XP.Y

SMITH,A,

SMITH,E. T.
SMITH,

Ăllington Villa, Grosvenoî Road, Coventry.
MITCHELL,

SMITH,W. B. S., Nationul Liberxl Club.
SIR JouN T., Meadow Crott, Windsor.
SOUNI)X,
Leominster; N.L.C.
Soc•ruĂLL,HENRYJ., 20, F,tułuu Street,
Street, E.C. ; 80 Club.
Thames
SPICEiț,HowAR1)H., 50, Vpper

J.

Burr Hill IlousevCoventry.

Pinnor; N.L.C.
J. C., Gardenhurst, Woodridiugs,
S•rwĂRN8,
Park, W. ; 80 Club.
Hyde
Place,
Radnor
18,

27

26
Surrey.
Godstone Court, Godstone,
STONEHAM,
N.L.C.
Square, W. ;
E. A.. 49, Grosvenor
STRAUSS,
Road, W.
Ad(lison
10,
FJIANCIS
STREETER,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
J.P., Eskbank, Jestnond,
WILLIAM,
SUTTON,
Gardens, S.W.; orig.
W., J.P. Glantcfr, Kew
SIR JAMF,s
S7,LVN11'ER,
member N.L.C.
Clifton, 13vigtol; N.L.C.
W. A., 24, College Road,
TAIT,CHARLES
Birminghnm.
J.P., Wavley Abbey,
T,INCOLN,
TANGVF„
Surrey.
Hill,
R. T. G., CoombeRidge, Kingston
'I' ANGYE,
and Stockton Tlouse,
W.,
S
Gardens,
P., 31, Lennox
• TENNANT,
Club.
80
;
Brooks's
;
Codford St. Mary, 1311th
Cardiff; Tlon. Sec. South Wales
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" I believe that we are all united—indeed,it
would be most unnatural if we were not—ina
fond attachment, perhaps in something of a
proud attachment, to the great country to which

we belong—to this great Empire, which has com-

mitted to it a trust and a functiongiven from

Providence as special and as remarkable as ever
were entrusted to any portion of the family of
man. Gentlemen, when I speak of that trust

and that function I feel that words fail me: I
cannot tell you what I think of the noblenessof
the inheritance that has descendedupon us, of
the sacredness of the duty of maintaining it. I
will not condescendto makeit a part of contromy
versial politics. It is a part of my being, ofFor
flesh and blood, of my heart and soul.youth
those ends I have labouredthrough myIn that
and manhood till my hairs are grey.
faith and
faith and practice I have lived; in that
practice I will die."
Imperial Liberal
R. T. SLATER, Secretary,
copies may be obtained Buildings,
Temple,E.C., price 38.per 1000.
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IMPERIAL LIBERAL COUNCIL.

THE BRITISH EMPIRE
EXTRACTS FROM SPEECHES BY

THE EARL OF ROSEBERY
1883—1900.

The British Empire.
This British Empire is like nothing either in precedent or in history.

It has made its ownhistory; it is creatingits ownprecedent;it is

steering its path into the future, where no chart and no compasscan
guide it. Least of all can she [Great BritainJ forecasther own rela-

tions with her own Empire, and God forbid that you or I, or any of us,

or any of them in the old country,should attempt to do it at this
time. Let us do the best we can, and workfor the best. She can
only blindly work, trying to do the best for these her children—for
her greatest children as for her least children—andin that attempt I
1Ith Dec., ISS3)
pray that she may be

The Nature of the British Empire.
There is no subiect so interesting to Englishmen as the future of the
do not believe that any foreigners, or, indeed, many
British Empire.
Englishmen, understand the nature of the British Empire. To many
it is a fortuitous agglomerationof nations and of countries. To some
it is simply a series of accidents. To others it is only a gramrnatieal

'2

at the same time,
none of these. But
many races, how
how
I believeit ishow
many climates,

think
when we come to many forms of government are comprised within
how
it has puzzled the
religions,
many
cannot be surprised that
we
Empire,
it
BritiÅh
define
the
It is
endeavoured to
minds of those who have
communion of races. When I say that
work, of object, and
community of memories, of
races.
I have always
I mean to implythe
of
the communion
of aim, whichis implied by of races might exist as long as my life
hoped that that communion
Australia it will become a passion with
lasted, but since my visit to

union and to serve this country.—
me to endeavourto preservethat
10th Jan , ISSI)
(MELBOURNE,

masses of mankind. Each year
the
race appear to me to increase ; each poyer and the prerogativeof that
of the world. I believe that the year it seems to fill more and more
connection of the British Empire will
remain, for the reason that it is desirable
continue to exist. I confess I think that for civilization that it should
each day we live we should
be more and more unwilling to see this
ancient
Empire of ours—raised
with so much toil, colonisedwith so much
energy,
cemented with the
blood and sweat of so many generations—pass
away like a camp struck
noiselessly in the night, or split into isolated aud
sterile communities,
jealous among themselves, disturbed by
suburban disputes, parochial
rivalries, dwindling possibly, like the Italian
States of the middle ages,
into political insignificance, or degenerating
into idle and polite
nonentity.—(ADELAIDE,
18th Jan. 1884.)

A Commonwealthof Nations.
I claimthat this country [Australia] has established its claim to be

a nation,and that its nationalityis now and will be henceforward
Does this fact of your being a
to be a nation, imply separayourselves
feel
you
nation,and I think
recognisedby the world.

tion from the Empire? God forbid! There is no need for any nation,
however great, leaving the British Empire, because the British Empire

of nations. It is difficultto explain the British
is a commonwealth
Empire, which is a complex arrangeruent without precedent, and defy-

ing definition. If I might venture to define it at all, or to offer any
descriptionof.it, I would say it is a congress of races over which
Great Britain

18th Jan., ISS4.)

The British Race.
I think that there is muchyet for the old
country and the young
countryto do together. It seemsto me
that
hand in hand they may
yet followup a career of usefulnessto
mankind, led by those common
and eternal principles of justice
nation, and which we proudly which alone can exalt and sustain a
guided and directed the British boast and humbly hope have long
cloudby day and the pillar of Empire ; which have been the pillar Of
fire by night that have guided us to so
many achievementsand
through so many troubles. I believe that
every day we remain united
that every day we remain we shall be less anxious to part. I believe
that we should continue united it will be considered more desirable
but for the interests of so, not merely for our own selfish interests.
race, whether in Great humanity at large ; because it is on the British
Britain or the United
whereverit maybe,that
States, or the Colonies, or
penetrate the dark future,rest the highest hopes of those who try to
or who seek to raise
and better the patient

Liberals and the Empire.
To us Liberals the welfareof the Empire is most dear.
To whom
else can it well be so dear ?—forit is under us, and under our
under the guidance of our party, during almost all the last fifty party,
years,
that the Empire has reached its present state of unparalleled prosperity
and unparalleled power. We and our fathers have made it vyhat it is.
We saved it from the horrors of civil war in 1832. We saved it from
the horrors of revolution in 1848. We saved it, not by blindly resisting
all change until it was overwhelming,but by maturing and forwarding,
aye, and even anticipating, the just wishes of the people
And
outside the United Kingdom what has the Liberal party done for the
Empire? We struck the chains from the slave. We put an end to the
system by which our fairest colonies were flooded with the refuse of
civilization—our convicts. We gave them Ilome Rule. We have
favoured and fostered that commerce which is our most practical link
with them at the present moment ; and, having so saved it and developed

it, I hope aud believe that we may yet be privileged to broaden aud to
strengtheu the foundations of that noble structure, by basing them on
the affections, and the sympathy, and the intelligence of the scattered
but united races of the
15th ()ct., 1885.)

A Liberal Imperialist.
The other day I was described,and, I think, truly described,as a
Liberal Imperialist. So far as I understand these two words, that is
perfectly accurate description. If a Liberal Imperialist means that I
am a Liberal passionatelyattached to the Empire, and intensely
interested in the best means of sustainingand promoting the interests

Of that Empire ; if it means,as I believeit does, that I am a Liberal

Britain is one that should
policy of Great and on an independent
external
the
who holds that
but on reticence
on interference that I am a Liberal who believes that
be founded not own
; if it means the basis of the widest democracy,
attitude of'our
maintained on
best
the Empire is
is powerful —ifthese be accurate descriptions.
and that its voice
it represents
that
Imperialist.--contented subjects
is, then I am a Liberal

Imperialist
of what a LiberalOct., 1885.)
(SHEFFIELD,'20th

Imperial Federation.
the closest possible union of the interests.
The federation we aim at isconsistent with that national free develop.
ruled by the British Crown, of British subjects all over the world—

ment which is the birthright in external action, and in defence..
the closest union in sympathy,
this direction. The Empire lay
Formerlythere was 110tendency in passive. Now, however, there is.
listless all over the world, politically
towards the outer parts, of the outer
a clear tendency of the centrethen, this point of view be correct, if'
If,
parts towardsthe centre. necessarily imply a Parliament in which,
Imperial Federation does not
represented, but if an,
all the various states of the Empire are directly
are closely leagued.
parts
distant
most
the
Empire of which even
head answers the:
supreme
together for common objects under a
that we may claim,
think
I
then
Federation,
description of an Imperial
that idea to its.
carry
to
be
must
task
our
and
already,
exists
that it
furthest possible degree of
HOTEL,21st March, IOS.)

PALACE.

" The Dominant Passion of My Public Life."
For my part, if you will forgive me this little bit of egotism, I can.
say from the bottom of my heart that it (Imperial Federation) is the
dominant passion of my public life. Ever since I traversed those great
regions which own the sway of the British Crown outside these islands, L

have felt that there was a cause which merited all the enthusiasm and
energy that a man could give it. It is a cause {Orwhich anyone might
be content to live ; it is a cause for which, if need be, anyone might becontent to die.—(LEEDs,10th ()ct., 1888.)

The Comprehensiveness
of the British Empire.
If Imperial Federationmeans the taking
of every opportunity or•
drawingclosertogether the bonds which
unite
Great Britain and her
colonies,what prospect have we of that
enterprise
being successful
In my belief there are the highest
hopes, and they rest not on imag--
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iinary constitutions, not on the placing of colonists
House of Commons or the House of Lords, not aud others in the
in the unlimited extension of the Order of St. Michael and St. George,
but more truly
vand more deeply in the aspirations now existing
among
the great
populations which comprise the Empire. The British Empire
like
-that sheet held up at the four corners,of which we read theis New
Testament, which contained every manner of fowl, animal, and insect,
.and it extends to the greatest distances that can separate any
parts of
this
There is nothing in the present constitution of the
British Empire to prevent all its inhabitants remaining a part of the
Empire, and that of itself is an overwhelming proof of the capacity and
,comprehension of its constitution. It is under this constitution we
have flourished. It is under its tegis we shall flourish in the future,
.and it is upon the attachment of the people of the Empire to that con.stitution, that we base our hopes of what is called Imperial Federation.
-—(THE CANADACLUB, 2nd July, 1890.)

The Influenceof Character.
I have been asked to write a line ofintroduction to this book,and gladly

ecomply, as its primary purpose is to remind our children that they
inhabit not an island but an Empire. There are fewpoliticalfacts,
perhaps none, that should exercise so great an influence on their future
Ilives.
For a collection of States spread over every region of the earth, but
owning one head and one flag, is even more Important as an influence

than as an Empire. From either point of viewit is a world-widefact
-of supreme significance; but in the one capacity it affects only its own
subjects, and m the other all mankind. With the Empire statesmen
:are mainly concerned; in the influenceevery individual can and must
have a part. Influence is based on character, and it is on the charålcter of each child that grows into manhood within British limits that
-the future of our Empire rests.
If we and they are narrow and selfish,averse to labour, impatient of
necessary burdens, factious and self-indulgent ; if we see In public
.affairs not our Empire but our country, not our country but our parish,
and in our parish our house, the Empire is doomed. For its maintenance requires work, and sacrifice, and intelligence.
If, on the other hand, we aim at the diffusion of the blessings of in.dustry undisturbed by war, if we aim at peace secured, not by humilinot for
.atiou but preponderance, we need to preserve our Empire
pharisaically,
said
not
is
this
And
mankind.
for
vourselves only but
the most
not to the exclusionof other countries,but because ours is
TO
of
penetrating
most
widely spread and the
Feb., 1892.)
A BOOKFOR CHILDRENBY

PARKIN,

Party.
The Little England
a shrunk England, of
a small England, ofsubmissive
I believe that party of
England, hag
a
of
England,
degraded England, of a neutral
supports
the
that
Empire is
party
not you believe that thecoats, or to those who will pay tbe
died.
limited to those who wear blackHarcourt's scheme. The democracy
higher duties under Sir William
other portion of the State—if only
are just as vitally interested as any the maintenance of the name and
for the purposesof commerce—inhave admitted larger and larger
honour of Great Britain. As you to the suffrage, they each of them
numbersof your fellow-countrymen honour are now implicated in the
feel that their personal name and
25th Oct. 1894.)
nameand honourof the

The Navy and the Empire.
There is one more feature of our Empire which is not possessed,
think, by any other of which the world has record. It is, of course,
a territorial Empire,but it is also a maritime and a commercial
Empire. I will not dilate on these two vast topics to-night,
but I will say this By a maritime Empire I mean this—that in regions so widely separated and geographically disconnected it is necessary for England to possessa predominant navy, and as that necessity
has become more universally recognised, that predominance is a matter
removed outside the ken of Ministries or of parties, but is the possession of the race of Englishmenall over the world. 'l'he other point I
would simply illustrate is this—that ours is a commercial Empire,
because we have commercial influence, if not commercial predominance,

by our trade alone, in regions which we can never hope to embrace
within our sway I do not wish to push that argument one inch
further to-night excel)t to say this--that if our Navy and our commerce decay we may bid good-bye to our territorial Empire as well.-—
(SOCTHAUSTRALIAN
J)ISSER, 4th March, 1896.)
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Lord Beaconsfield's own signature
and seal that he regarded the colonieg
as unnecessary and heavy encumbrances,
who would hmstento leave us
.at the shortest notice* The
fact is that Lord Beaconsfield'sImperialism
was solely European and Asiatic,
and it was not, as the newer
Imperialism is, not merely European
and Asiatic, but American,
African, and Australasian as
LIBERAL
CLUB,3rd July,
1897.)

The Corner-stonesof Empire.
I say, then, that our Empire is peace, that
our Empire, as at present
,constituted under the wise guidance the free trade
policy, makes for
peace, for commerce, for enlightenment. In these days men want little
more than that ; they are very lucky if they get so much. But if you
want the foundation of your Empire to be on sounder ground still ; if
you wish to dig broader, deeper, stronger, the foundations of this worldwide Empire, the home of all English peoples,you want something more
eeven than peace, commerce, and enlightenment—you must take care
that the corner-stones of the majestic structure are not merely peace,
but honour, justice to subject races, and fair dealing among citizens of
whatever colour they may be who live under your roof. We as a nation
have, I think, rarely been so fortunate as to obtain the affection of the
•subject races over which we have ruled, but we have at least earned
their respect. We have earned their respect for upright government,
for scrupulous truth, for straightforward dealing as between governing
and governed. If we maintain these high standards of energy and
patriotism I fear nothing for the Empire of which we are privileged to
form a part. We have the exampleof other Empiresbeforeus, and if
through any lapse on our part, if for any reason whatever it be written
in the.inscrutable decrees of fate that we are to followtheir example
and t6 crumble, disappear,we at least can resolve this that we will
leave behind us a monument more splendid and more durable than any
constructed by the Ctesarsand Pharoahs, the memory of an empire of
which the mottoes and corner-stones were honour, and justice, and
peace —(Manchester, 1st Nov., 1897.)

Lord Beaconsfield'sOriental Imperialism.

"A Free, Adaptable, Just Government."

It is somewhatremarkablethat so
been made has been devoted to the much of the speeches that have
being connected with the Imperial vindication of the Liberal party as
movement. I do net think that that
vindicationis particularlynecessary,
elicited by the injudicious remarks but I think it has been rather
of those who have claimed the
Empire as a sort of prerogative
and
property
of another party One
amazingorator the other day
went
so
far
as
to
trace the germ of the
Imperial idea to the late Lord
Beaconsfield; but we have had it under

it does not as other empires
Our Empire is not b centralized Empirea ;single Parliament ; but it is
or
have done, hinge on a single autocrat over the world. Many of them
a.vast collection of communities allhave
Governments, and they are
have legislatures, but all of them
Lord Molmesbury,
August.1852,and written toeolomes
datea the 18thwords
will all
These wretched
• Mr. Disraeli in letter
follow)og
the
nec&8."
used
hen Foreign Secretary,
are u millstone round our
and
years.
lew
a
in
ndependent. too.
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of which history hag record
•restingin a way in which no other Statecharacter
of the individualß
the
and
'has rested on the intelligence
arms,
on
which comprise it. Some empires have rested t,hat and some on
it regt8 on men.
•constitutions ; it is the boast of the British Ellil)ire

new Imperial spirit the Liberal party
predominance and vie with the richestwould once more regain its lost
traditions of the
LIBERALCLUB,5th May, 1899.)

Jf J regarded the Empire sinjl)lyas a tneans of painting so much of
the world red or as an enjporiumfor trade I should not ask you to work

" Be One People."

for it. The land hunger is apt to becolne land fever, and is apt to

trade. however ilijportant and desirable in
breed land indigestion.
F,mpires founded
itself, can never be the sole function of the
on trade alone must irresistibly crull)ble, but the F,rnpire that is sacred
to me is sacred for this reason—I believe it to be the noblest example
yet known to mankind of a free, ada )table, just Government. If that
was only your or my opinion, it mig It perhaps not be very well worth
holding, but it derives singular eonfirujation from outside. Whenever
.a community is in distress or under oppression it always looks to Great
Britain first, and on occasions which are quite unsuspected by Great
Britain and which are rather, as a rule, only known to ministers. the
wish is constantly expressed in some form or another to be united
to
,our country and enjoy our government.
the other hand and for the
most part in those territories which, from whatever reasons, we
have at
various times ceded, we may in almost every case see
signs
of
deterioration and signs of regret on the part of the inhabitants
for what they
lave lost
UNIVERSITY,25th ()ct., 1898.)

When I think of thig little island of ours, floating, ag it
were, so.
lonely in these northern seas, viewed with such jealousy,
with
such
hostility, with such foiled ambition by the great empires of the world,
so friendless amongst nations which count their
armies by embattled
millions—when I think of this little island, of the work which it hag
nndertaken, of the Empire which it has founded, and which it ig
determined to maintain—when I think of this, of our expenditure—
112 millions a year in a time of peace—of the high pressure under
which we live, of the responsibilities which we have undertaken, I
confess I have no hesitation in recurring to the opinion of Chatham
and saying once more —" Be one people, fbrget everything else for the
public." I do not care—I do not viewwith any dismay or distrust the
responsibilities or the engagements of which I have spoken—solong
we rernain a united people.
" Nought shall make us rue
If England to itself do reHtbut true."

—(BATII,27th Oct., 1899.)

Sane Imperialism: a Larger Patriotism.
'l')jere is c,ne
ant change ISIjiclihas conje
the old Liberal Party and also
the
materially changed the whole old Conservative Party, and which
greater pride in the Ernpire aspect of British politics : I mean the
Jrnperialis)n? Many people which is called Imperialism. What ig
know all about Imperialigm and
everghiljgr else denounce
of ail our evils, It is it uith the utmost horror. It is the cause
the source of our
Jurk8 every conceivable
evil which affects theswollen Budgets.
British Parliament. But
ImperialiHjn—sanc
hill;erialisjnas diHfinguished
•wild•catIrnperiaJisrn
e is nothing
frorrj what I may call
but this—a larger
patriotisjn.

J gay, gentlemen,

anent of a spirit of'we Lave before the consideration of the
develop•
in the record of the jeriaJi81n.
and we must take
that into account
o
d
Liberal
Party. If the old Liberalism, it
before 1886,
ng
its guccegsor,thisis to be revived, or any new party
factor
is to be fbunded 08
at
any
of
rato
must be prominent
who cheri*hthe
in the jnindA
larger
1
which I have called Injpori•
that if the old
Liberal 8J)iritwere
joined with the

A United

Empire.

Five-and-twenty years ago we had an Empire in name. It was the
fashion to consider it as something looselycompacted together, which
at any moment might break up, and ag to which it was only a matter
of calculating the tnne when the principalmembersof it jnight depart
and set up tor themselves. I remember those days well • I daresay
sotue of you may remember them too. What, at any rate, this war bas
is a fact ;
done, if It has done nothing else, is to prove that the F,1DPire
that it is bused on a rock; that it is compactas that, and not merely
a small congeries of countries in the world. Australia, Canada, and
great parts of India, have shown a spirit not inferior to that of the
That has been not so much the
mother country herself.
work of governments as the spontaneous impulse of the peoples themselves. I say, then, that if with all our reverseswe had purchased only
the fact that our Empire is a united Empire. and, therefore, henceforth
a supreme factor in the balance of the world, we should have made
23rd Jan., 1900.)
profitable transactiou out of the
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African War.
of the South
ThelLessons
jnany lessons of adminislearn fromthis warour Empire all through,
to
have
we
t.ltat
I think
the organisation ofthat I confess this, that if
tration, and possiblyof'feel
that so strongly taught us—that even if it
I
the war has
that
lessson
we do not learn the it must tenninate, in the flag of the Empire
before—even If it
should ternlinate, as
where it has not waved
not left its full
had
war
waving over vast regions
feel that the
should so ternlinate, I shouldfeel that the sacrifices we had made,
value among us—I should
been to some extent in
great as they are, would have
BURGII,3rd April, 1900.)

A free, tolerant, and unaggpessive

Empire.

we speak so loudly and which we have
What is this Empire of
that abroad it bears a very different
know
so Inuch at heart ? We
us. I ventured on a former
complexionfrom that which it bears to fundatnental
ualities are that
its
opinion
occasionto state that in
t
lat can be said
believe
it is free, tolerant, and unaggressive,and I in any other Empire will
Where
of other Eulliire,under the sun.
in the first place, of trade, and in the'
you find such freedom—freedom),
next place, of the individual ? Where else Willyou find such universal
toleration, such a refuge for the persecuted and afflicted in other lauds.
such broad and wise tolerance of all Churches and all sects? And
again, will you find au Ellil)irewhich is so essentially unaggres4th April,
sive

The Questionof the Future.
From this little island, the British Parliament, the British Constitution, have taken the wings of the morningand passed into the uttermost.
parts of the world. There is no quarter of the globe in which you
cannot find a British Parliament. Are these Parliaments all to remain

mere scattered local bodies, without any union except the august
symbolof the crown? ()r is the centripetal movement from the outside Britain to the inside Britain, which we see daily taking place—rsthat movement to have a wider and closer application yet ? and are we'
to see these different Parliaments scattered all over the world drawn
once more back in some narrower bond to the common
centre at home
After all, on those Parliaments, on the sagacity
with
which they administer their local affairs and on the loyalty
with
they look to
which
their source and their centre at home, great
part
and
of
prosperity
the
the future of the British Empiremust
inevitably
I
then,
Well,
rest.
ask myself,is all this to remain
the great wind of Imperial spirit dispersed? Is the great movement,which is passing over Great Britain

and her dependencies—or,I would rather say, ber aggociatodcountrieg
—is that great spirit to remain absolutelywithout fruit and without
result? I do not believe that in these days, when, under the pressure
of war, we have seen the Imperial spirit Indefinitely strengthened and
greatly fructified—when we have seen the old country come Co the
rescue of a new country in the south of Africa, and rescue it from an
intolerable domination—froman intolerablemenaceto its future poco
and prosperity—when you see not merely the old country come to the
rescue of the young, but the young countries rallv to the support of
the old, ill this great moment and crisis of empire, I cannot believe
that the spirit so displayed is to remain without fruit and without
LIBERALCLUB,2nd May, 1900)
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LIBERALS & THE EMPIRE.
[Furtract8from Speeches
by the EARL OF ROSEBERY.]

Liberals and the Empire.

'110 us Liberals the welfare of the Empire
is most dear. To whom
else can it well be so dear
it is under us, and under our partyr
under the guidance of our party, during almost
that the Empire has reached its present state of all the last fifty years,
unparalleled prosperity
and unparalleled power. We and our fathers have
it what it is.
We saved it from the horrors of civil war in 1832. made
We
saved
it from
the horrors of revolution in 1848. We saved it, not by
resisting
all change until it was overwhelming, but by maturing blindly
and
aye, and even anticipating, the just wishes of the people forwarding,
. And
outside the United Kingdomwhat has the Liberal party done for
Empire? We struck the chains from the slave. We put an end to the
the
system by which our fairest colonieswere floodedwith the refuse of
civilization—our convicts. We gave them Home Rule. We have
favoured and fostered that commerce which is our most practical link
with them at the present moment ; and, having so saved it and developed
it, I hope and believe that we may yet be privileged to broaden and to
strengthen the foundations of that noble structure, by basing them ou
the affections, and the sympathy, and the intelligence of the scattered
but united races of the
15th Oct., 1885.)

A Liberal Imperialist.
The other day I was described,and, I think, truly described,as a

Applicationsfor Membershipof the Counciland all communications relating to

its

should be addressedto the Secretary, E. T. SLATER, 2, Harcourt

build:ngs, Texuple, E.C.

Liberal Imperiahst. So far as I understand these two words, that is o
perfectly accurate description. If a Liberal Imperialist means that I
am a Liberal passionately attached to the Empire, and intensely
interested in the best means of sustaining and promoting the interests

of that Empire; if it means,as I believeit does,that I am a Liberal

-Copies of thi* Eunu,hbt jnuy be obtained from Mr. Slater,
Single CfjpyId.

Price 38. per 100 ;

who holds that the external policy of Great Britain is one that should
be founded not on interference but on reticence and on an independent
attitude of our own ; if it means that I am a Liberal who believes that
the Empire is best maintained on tho basis of the widest democracy,

and that its voice is powerfulin proportionto the number of

contented subjects that it represents—if these be accurate descriptions

Of what a Liberal Imperialistis, then I am a Liberal Imperialist.—

(SURFFIELD,
20th Oct., 1885.)
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I believe that party of a smallEngland,of a shrunk England,of a
degraded England, 01a neutral England, of a submissive England, has
died. Do not you believe that the party that supports the Empire is

coats, or to those who will pay
wear blackllareonrt's scheme. The democracy
who
William
limited to those
portion of the State—if only
under Sir
as any other
of the name
higher duties
interested
maintenance
and
are just vitallyof commerce—inthe
for the purposes
they
each of them
the suffrage,
fellow.untrymen to
of your
of the
natue and honour

Empire.—

Oriental Imperialism.
Lord Beaconsfield's so Illuch of the speeches that have.
remarkable that
the

It is sornewhat devoted to the vindication of notLiberal party as
think that that
I do
has been
been
the Imperial Inovernent.
it
has
think
been rather
connected
I
being
necessary,but
have claimed the
who
those
vindicationis particularly
of
renmrk,s
elicited by the injudicious
and property of another party. One
prerogative
of
Empireas a sort other day went so far as to trace the germ of the.
we have had it under•
amazingorator the
Lord Beaconsfield; but
Imperial idea to the latesignature aud seal that he regarded the colonies
Lord Beaconsfield'sown encumbrances, who would hasten to leave us.
as unnecessaryand heavy
fact is that Lord Beaconsfield's Imperialism
at the shortest uotiee.* The Asiatic, and it was not, as the newer•
was solely European aud European and Asiatic, but American,
Imperialism is, not merely well. - (NATIONALLIBERAL CLUB, 3rd
African, and Australasian as
July, 1897.)

and writt en to Lord Malmesbury,
dated the 13th August, 18.32,
Mr.Disraeli in a letter
'lh
folloqing words
the
usea
Secretary.
Foreign
then
millstone round our necks."
independeut,too, in a few >ears, and are a

Sane Imperialisrn: a Lapgep Patriotism.

to upset
There is one important change which has come Party, and which
Conservative
old
the
also
the old Liberal Party and
has materially changed the whole aspect of British politics, I mean thegreater pride ill the Empire which is called Imperialism. What {is.
Imperialism? Many people who know all about Imperialism and
everything else. denounce it with the utmost horror. It is the cause

of all our evils. It is the sourceof our swollen Budgets. In 'that.
lurks every conceivableevil which affects the British Parliament. But
Imperialism—saneImperialism as distinguished from what I may call
wild-cat Imperialism—isI-othiljg but this— a larger patriotism.

I say,gentlemen,we have beforeus the consideration of the developmentof a spirit oi Illiljerialislll,alid we must take that into account
in the recordof the old Liberal Party. If the old Liberalism, as 'it

was before1886,is to be revived, or any new party is to be founded as
its successor,this factor at any rate must be prominent in the minds
of those whocherishthe larger patriotism Mhich I have called Imperialism. I believethat if the old Liberal spirit were joined with the
new Imperialspirit the LiberalParty would once more regain its lost
predominance and vie with the richest traditions
of the past.-- (CITY
LIBERAL CLUB,5th May, 1899.)
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GLADSTONE
MANCHESTER SCHOOL.
ON THE

(From the Fourth Uidlothian Speech.)

There is an allegation abroad that what is called
the " Manchester
School ' is to rule the destinies of this country if the
come
into power. I will endeavourto tell you a portionLiberals
of
the
upon that subject. What is called the Manchester Schooltruth
has
never ruled the foreign policy of -this country—never
during
Conservative Government, and never especially during a Liberala,
Government. Do not let me be supposed to speak of what is called
the Manchester School,or sometimesthe Peace Party, as if I were
about to cast disrespectuponthem. I respectthem evenin what I
think to be their great and serious error. I think it is, I will ventuk)

to say, like many errors in our mixed condition. It is not only a

respectable, it is even a noble error. Abhorring all selfishness of
policy, friendly to freedom in every country of the earth, attached
to the modes of reason, and detesting the ways of force, this
Manchester School—this Peace Party—has sprung prematurely to
the conclusion that wars may be consideredas having closed their
melancholy and miserable history, and that the affairsof the world
may henceforth be conducted by methods more adapted to the
dignity of man, more suited both to his strength and to his weakness,
less likely to lead him out of the ways of duty, to stimulate his evil
passions, to make him guilty before God for inflicting misery on his
fellow creatures. But no Governmentof this country could ever
accede to the management and control of affairs without finding that
that dream of a Paradise upon earth was rudely dispelled by the
shock of experience. However we may detest war—and you cannot
detest it too much—there is no war—exceptone, the war for liberty
—that does not contain in ib elements of corruption, as well as of
misery, that are deplorable to recollect and to consider; but however
deplorable wars may be, they are among the necessities of our condition ; and there are times when justice, when faith, when the
welfare of mankind, require a man not to shrink from the responsibility of undertaking them. And if you undertake war, so also you
are often obliged to undertake measures which may lead to war.
Secletary, Imperial
Copies of this leaflet may be obtainedfrom E. T. SLATER,
Temple,E.C., Price 38. 6d. per 1,000 ;
Liberal Council, 2, Harcourt Buildings,

6d. per 100.
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What is Liberal Imperialism P
Introductory.
Since the outbreak of the war in South Africa the Liberal Party
has apparently been rent by differencesof opinion in respect
of the Government's Policy in Imperial affairs. Some Liberals
there are who exalt the character of the Boers and relegate their
fellow countrymen to the opposite pole of national virtue. But
these individuals need hardly be reckonedwith in taking count of
the divisions in the Liberal Party.

The real division, if such there

be, does not owe its origin to the idea of preserving little peoples

irrespective of their value to humanity or their merits as a nation.

Origin of Liberal Imperialists and Little Englanders.
It is to be found in the question of maintaining the Empire or allowing it to be dismembered. The Liberal party are to day, in fact, the
inheritors of two political creeds bequeathed to them by the Liberal
statesmen who flourished in the middle of the century. Russell,
Grey and Palmerston represented one school of opinion, and Bright
and Cobden represented another. But these opinions only differed
with regard to the Empire. Apart from the questions of Foreign
and Colonial policy they agreed in the main on questions of domestic
reform.

Liberal Imperialists the Creators of our ColonialSystem.
Russell and Grey, who did more perhaps than any other Statesmen of the nineteenth century to create a United Empire, believed

with all their might in the maintenanceof that Empire. It was
natural that the creatorsof a Colonialsystem of self-government
should desire to see the system expandand a series of new Englands
arise, which would make the British Empire strong, as no Empire
has been since the world begun. They wished to create a number of
the globe, which, as
strong and faithful allies in various quarters of
to add greatly
admitted
be
surely
Will
"
declared,
himself
Lord Grey
between
independent
alliance
no
while
io the strength of any nation,
which
unites
connection
the
as
intimate
and
close
states can be so
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Party
think, to be found
Theansweris, I of the political creed of Cobden and Bright as well
are the inheritorsand Grey. The latter was dominant in adminisas that of Russell
left its mark upon the generation which
stration, but the former of Bright and Cobden were in Imperial
succeeded.The theoriesthose of Earl Grey, Lord John Russell and
mattersas different fromopinions held to day by Sir Edward Grey
Palmerston,as are the
Bright's orations leave no doubt in the
and Mr. Labouchere. John
he held regarding the future of the
mindas to the politicalopinions
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and
Russell
of
and
hand,
one
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To the student of political history, it may appear that Bright
and Cobdenwere wrong in their ideas regarding the Colonies,

but, howeverthat may be, it is quite clear that Russell and
Greywere right, and that to-day the prestige of the Empire is

largelydue to " the possessionof a number of faithful and steady

alliesin variousquartersof the Globe." The Empire exists to-day
not by coercion but through freedom.

This freedom is not growing

lessbut greater,and, as it grows, the signs are not wanting of
desirethat all parts should draw closer together.

TheEmpireof to-day is due to Liberal Imperialists.
Thereare Liberalswho believe that had Bright and Cobden lived to
the closeof the nineteenth century, their opinion with regard to the
ColonialEmpire would have changed, and that they too, would
have seen that greater freedom
and a larger shore of politiCLl
contentwouldbe foundin an
Empire
such as the British Empire Of
to-day,than in the England
of
Elizabeth
and a number of AngloSaxoncommunities
independent
of
each
other,
and scattered through*
out the world. Pout,
however
this may be, the theories of Brighb
and Cobdenhave been
handed
numberof Liberalsbelieve down, and in thig generation a, certain
in them as political principles, and opply
them to

present day politics.
*Speakingin the House
of Commons
Canadianfortifications,
quogtion01
Mr.Bright suid on March 23rd, 1863, on tho
least; I believeit
in
separation
"1 do not object to that
wouldbe better
for ug and better for
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The Mistakes of the Manchester Schoolare
perpetuatedin
the Present Day.
The theory of the dismemberment of the Empire
regarded by this
section of the Liberal Party with equanimity, andisthey
consequently
are not in favour of any policy by which
United Kingdom
becomes embroiled in war for the Empire's the
sake. On the other
hand there are Liberals who have never recognised
the Colonial
policy of Bright and Cobden, but have drawn their inspiration from
those Empire builders, Lord John Russell and Earl Grey. It has
been said that Cromwell was the first Liberal Imperialist, but the
doctrine would appear to have first received its declaration in the
quotation before referred to from Earl Grey. To that doctrine
Liberal Imperialists of this generation adhere, and to its further

development in the federation of the Empire they are joyfully
looking forward.

Liberal and Tory Imperialism Contrasted.
We are now in a position to see the origin of Liberal Imperialism
and understand what it means, or at least that side of it which
concerns our Colonial Empire. We have contrasted it with the
Little England theory held by a section of Liberals. Let us
now contrast it with the Imperialism of the Tory Party. If the
origin of Liberal Imperialism is to be sought for in the policy of
Earl Grey and Lord John Russell, the Imperialism of the Tory
Party is to be sought for in the doctrines of Lord Beaconsfield.

Beaconsfield's attitude antagonistic to Self-governing
Colonies.
That statesman, often described as the greatest Imperialist of them
all, was in fact an opponent of the policy which has made the
Empire great. He was un opponent of self-government in the
Colonies. He it was who spoke of the Colonies after they had been
which
given responsible Government as those wretched Colonies
mid-century
the
of
Tories
The
are millstone round our neck."
opposed the policy of Grey and Russell, and if, in our own time,ofthey
could safely do so, they would still meddle in the local affairs the

great Colonies.

or
Tories opposed to Self-Government whether at Home
Abroad.
in its oppositionto Self-Government
seen
The policy of the Tories is
the extension of the franchise
whether at home or abroad. It opposed it opposed the gift of Selfand
Englana
to the working classes in
Liberal doctrines have been
Government to the Colonies. Where
progress and Imperial
industrial
allowed to puss into law, we find Australia, whose constitutions
Unity, as in the oase of Cunuduand
Were the handiwork of Liberal Imperialists.
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We are nowin a position toof the Liberal Party from that of its
policy
tinguishesthe Colonial
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the future of the Empire
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The Mission of Liberal Imperialism.
The great majorityof the Liberal Party are profound believers in
the destinv of the Anglo-Saxonrace. They regard it as our mission
to teach the world the blessings of constitutional liberty, and they
vcillever strive to hold this vast Empire together by applying the

same principlesthat have guided them in the past.

A smaller

sectionof Liberals are distrustful of the benefits arising from a great
Empire. Their numbers, however, are daily growing less. They

are not to be identifiedwith those Liberals who oppose the South
Africanwar. Many of these latter are Liberal Imperialists, but

oppose the war because they consider we might have gained our ends

by the exerciseof a wise diplomacy. The true test is to ask the
question—supposingdiplomacyhad been all that it should have been,
and yet no concessions could have been obtained for the outlanders,
wouldwar have then been justifiable? To this question all Imperialists
wouldanswer yes. The misleading statements of Jingoes and Little
Englanders alike are directed to decrying
But,
Liberal Imperialism.
in the wordsof the late W. E. Gladstone
;
Bide
:
our
"
on
Time
is
you cannot fight against the
future ; and sooner or later Liberal
Imperialism,with its broad platform,
a free,tolerant and unaggressive advocating the maintenance of
Empire, and the development of
that Empireon Liberal
-willassuredlysway the lines, both within and outside these islondB,
destinies of the nation.
A. C. FORSTER BOULTON.
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IMPERIALISM
BY

J. LAWSON
(A bridged

from

WALTON,

Q.c., M.P.

article in the (Amtejn,pcyrury Review).

I define Imperialism as a principleor formulaof statesmanship

for interpreting the duties of government in relation to empire. The
formula is compounded—to use the language of the analyst—of an
emotion, a conviction, a determination, and a creed.
The Imperialist feels a profound pride in the magnificent heritage

of empire won by the courageand energiesof his ancestors,and
bequeathed to him subject to the burden of many sacred trusts. This

is his emotion. He is convincedthat the dischargeof the duties of

his great inheritance has an educationalinfluenceand a morally
bracing effect on the character of the British people,tind that the
spread of British rule extends to every race brought within its
sphere the incalculable benefits of just law, tolerant trade, and
considerate government. This is his conviction. He is resolved
with every
to accept readily the burden of inherited dominion,natural
und
of
operation
the
which
to
expansion
and
development
of
forces
the
use
to
xnd
legitimate causes may give rise,
of
interests
just
the
advance
and
rights
the
government to protect

is his determination. He
all the subjects of the Queen. This of
our race will be equal to
resources
believes that the strength and

duty of our people
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Imperialists
be,
shall
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may
argument
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and tendencies of an Imperial
faculties
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organwhich
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Imperialist. If it ceases to be Imperialist,
geniusof the race it will be destroyed, or the character of the race
hag
then either the harmony is
suffered change.
spirit of the people which
The basis of Imperialism is race. The
holds it. Its genius will
which
grasp
the
relax
never
will
won empire
legitimate
interest demands,
or
duty
as
find scope in developing and,
Britain
ever shrink from
Great
Should
possession.
in extendingits
her responsibilities,seek to shed her provinces, and flinch from the
burden of wide and even wider dominion, she may claim to have
raised her people in the scale of refinement, but she will have attained
those heights of accomplishment at the cost of the sturdy fibre which
gave her race its place in history.

I have soughtto state the claims of and the arguments for

Imperialismin as modestlanguage as a necessarily swelling theme
will allow. What are its practical applications? Some at least
shouldbe mentioned. The duties of government in the Imperialist
sense have a twofold aspect. They deal first with the people of
theseislands; secondly,with the people of our colonies and dependencies. We are an industrial community, maintained largely by
our trade with the world. Where our capital and enterprise have
created highways for our commerce, they must not be closed by
hostile tariffs; where we have secured markets for our goods we
must retain our access by the " open door." Appropriation of the
unoccupiedportions of the earth's surface would
be morally justifiableand may be ecomonicallywise if the
step
to avert
be
necessary
the exclusivegrasp of trade monopoly.
Towards
of our
people
the
provinceswe owe the same duties
selves, If they expand by natural which we acknowledge to ourand legitimate growth, let them
expand under the British flag
;
where
they go carrying with them
the sentimentof British
for them and for the loyalty we should follow, providing alike
aboriginalraces among whom they settle the
security of British protection,
the advantages of British administration and the guarantees
subject races than the of British law. No greater curse can befall
boon can be given them license of the trading freebooter ; no greater
in their inevitable
civilizationthan the strong
an invuding
struggle
and humane authority with
rule.
British
of
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This conception of Imperialism
tationg. We should respect the acknowledges,of course, its limiof other civilised Powers as
we regard our own. We shouldrights
even welcome annexation by them
in the cause of a common civilisation,
policy of blocking the channels of provided they do not pursue a
trade by monolopy, and seek to
remove patches of the earth's
surface from the fertilising flow of the
commerceof the world.
We cannot, of course, expand beyond
the limit of our own powers
and resources. This restriction is theoretically
complete, but practically inoperative. We never have
and I do not believe
we ever shall measure, our obligationsmeasured,
by the estimate of our means.
History has shown us that our resources are developed
and our powers
stimulated by the expansion of the area of our responsibilities.
vitality has grown with our increasing bulk. Growth has actedOur
on
vitality, and vitality reacted on growth, and the resultant has
been the British Empire. It is difficultto resist the argument which

has been founded upon the ironical quotation of the proverbial
aphorism that Providence never sends mouths without bread to fill
them. True. Providence is never on the side of improvidence;
but the Anglo-Saxon knows with an experience too deep for

philosophy that the presence of the many mouths often so stimulates
the energies of the parent that bread enough is provided not only to
satisfy these domestic wants, but to add to the general stock of mankind. A great England has produced great Englishmen ; and a little
England will tend to produce little Englanders. The path indicated
by the legitimate development of our dominion is the path we shall

tread, because that way lies the genius of our race. Our public
schools, " the playing fields of Eton," can furnish an unstinted
supply of youth with the stuff out of which great administrators are
made ; men who will bear their powers and dignities meekly, who
will be ever ready to sacrifice self to duty, and whose one effort will
be to govern with a single eye to the good of the population com.

mitted to their charge.

There are some limitations suggested which the Imperialist declines

to acknowledge. It is said that the empireis too large already.
Where is the " Little Englander" who will fill the chair of Canute
and say to the rising tide of Imperial expansion," Thus far and no
farther? " By what standard will he determine the high water-mark
of its flow? How can you define the developmentof a nation whose
"
capacity grows with its bulk ? Are you by a " little hoard of maxims
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to preach down the aspirations of the race?
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is Imperialistand even warlike, and
open. Even the CobdenClub is swinging round. The towns of e
North have done so already.
Do not let us Liberals be ashamed of our principles because we
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Proceedings at the Dinner of
the Council
HELD AT THE

Hotel Cecil on Monday, November
12, 1900.

find them professed by our political opponents. When the clothes
of the Whigs were stolen, it would have been an unworthy policy to
have disownedthe garments because they hung awkwardly on the
limbsof the Tory statesmen for whom they had not been fitted. Mr.

The President, Lord Brassey, K.C.B., took the chair,
and among
those present were : The Hon. W. P. Reeves, Agent-General
for

Tie has now carried his radical wares to the Unionist coalition, and

Mr. Freeman Thomas, M.P., Dr. Heber Hart (Chairman of Com-

Chamberlainis a politiciannourished and equipped in radicalism.

they are the leadingitems in the trade catalogues of the party.

Their political marks of origin, however, remain stamped upon
them.
Mypersonalfeeling on this subject is profound. I regard the
possessionof empire, with its traditions, responsibilities, and opportunities,as a sourceof the highest inspiration for the best qualities
and energies of our race. The strength of this conviction
imprudenceof a prophecyirresistible. If the time ever makes the
comes when
we are content to let our dominion slip or to
cast it from us, the day
of the departureof our -country'sprosperity
will be at hand. We
shall have then commenced our
mournful,
and
perhaps inevitable,
passage into the

region of
and tradition and perished
splendourin which reside thehistory
great empires of the past.
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New Zealand, Sir Edward Reed, M.P., Sir Weetman
Pearson, Bart.,
M.P., Mr. J. Fletcher Moulton, Q.c., M.P., Admiral the Hon. T.

S. Brand, Mr. R. W. Perks,

Mr. John Fuller,

mittee , the Hon. T. Il. Whitehead,Messrs.Cecil Harmsworth,
Harol

Harmsworth, H. E. Hoare, Captain A. L. Renton, Messrs.

Rowland Whitehead, Emerson Bainbridge, Pritchard Morgan, Charles

Henry, H. H. Raphael,S. F. Mend],Allan J. Lawrie,H. Heldman,
Norman Hamilton, Oscar Bowen, J. Saxon Mills, Sir James Szlumper,
Messrs. J. R. Brough, J. W. Greig, W. B. Dufiield,Forster Boulton, John
Bruce, James Todd, Robert Steven, C. C Hutchinson, A. M. Brice,

W. S. Sherrington, J. Rushbrooke,W. CarlesssW. Lyon Mackenzie,
Herbert Brooks, R. G. T. Tangye, C. 1). Hodgson, P. S. Heury, Alan

Cadell, H. Bleasby,J. E. Leeds Smith, R. E, Dell, E. Bliss, H. B.
Brackenbury, W. J. Rushbrooke, and EdwardT. Slater (Secretary).

Letters and tele«rams of regret for absencehad been received from
the Earl of Sandwieii, Lord Wandsworth, the Hon. Arthur Brand, M.P.,
the Hon. T. A, Brassey, the Hon. Jolm Harris, Sir Walter Foster, M.P.,
Sir Wemyss Reid, Sir Martin Conway, Mr. Hudson Kearley, Mel)
Mr. W. B. Beaumont, M.P., Mr. C. Rose, the Mayor of Cardiff, and
the Mayor of Leicester.
received, proposed " The
Sir EDWARDREED,M.P., who was heartily
a LiberalImperialbattle
Cardiff
Imperial Forces." He said that in
in view
he had
object
sole
The
hear.)
had been fought. (Hear,
prevent
to
was
Liberals,
Ccrdiff
in accepting the solicitation of the with which he had had some
judgment going by default in town
that he had never thought of associating
Ile
true Imperialism,with the
anything anti-Imperial, or wanting incareer. (Cheers.) Whatever
Liberal party throughout his lifelong
memberof the Liberal party to
could have happened to induce uny
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that there

between Liberalism
any kind of extension of the British
the

and
out.
and the maintenance
not been able to find
had
he
had taken the form of
)ose
pire, he confessed the toast he ha,d to pro
that
which
escription
pleased
was
s —a cmnprehensive both at home andincluded
services,
in the
Majesty's
degree
•highest
the
tho
in
all branches of Iler
appreciate
So one failed to
year, not, only in the
spirit (Inving the past
military
of
and the colonies.
Canada
derfnl outbreak
of
the l)muinion
into a state of
Mother Country,but in
stimulated
been
This great empire had In every part of the empire there
before.
activitynever dreamedof
justice of the cause, and the most distant
the
to
as
doubt
had been
ardour to the assistance of the Mother
had flownwith the utmost
c;onntry. (Cheers.)

responding for the navy, said
Rear-Admiralthe Hon. T. S. BRAND,
man ill Great Britain and
every
that
knew
senfee
everyonein the naval
the core and anxious to
to
loyal
its dependenciesand colonies was forces of the country. He urged
promotethe well-beingof the fighting
the impartanreof keepingthe navy up to such a strength as to enable

it to cope Mith any foreign combination.
also responded.
('apt.üiraA. L.

Q.C., M.P., proposed " The Imperial
-Mit1,T0.N,
Mr. J.
the idea of the British Empire being
repndiated
LiberalCouncil,"and

the. point, of view of its annual gain in square miles,
regarded only
u hicIl was like congratulating a man on having grown strong because he
had grown fat. (Laughter.) 'I'hey had been told that conquest was the

Olflyrol.jlyto violence,and }et one of the heads of the two parties in
the Governmenthad besought them to sink all thoughts of home
aud to vote blindly for people whose politics they did not
'e]ievein, for fear of being misunderstood by a few conquered Boers.
If bravadoabroadand cowardiceat home were the true definition of
Englis)lImperialismhe should not be there that night. He had
learnt a better lesson—that British Jrn 'jerialism was the consequence

and
of' the great Libera principle that the only thing
t).jatjustifieddominionwasto use the strength which had given them

for the purpose ofraising those over whom they ruled. (Cheers.)
The IbritiyilEmpire had been the gift of the Liberals. (Ilear, hear.)
Lord BRA+EY,
who was loudly cheered on rising to respond, said:
J may remind you that this is the first
general muster of members Of
the JmperialLiberal Council since
the
inaugural meeting. 'J'he reso•
Jution to form our Association
was fijrrnally taken on the 1st Murch
last, at a

meetingheld in

chairmanof our Committee, the chambers of the able and octive
Dr, Jleber Jlart, The ob•cct for which
our Association was
established
was clearly set ford. It wag to
advancesound Imperial
principles
within the Liberal party,
hear.) The members are
in the fulJegt sense Liberals, (Jlear, bear.'
Theyare strong in popular
sympathies, Their trust in tho pooplø
is unreserved. It IS
tempered only by prudence. In the bolid
that governmentshould
be in tho
by
the people, they
opposeall acts of people, for the people, and Of
favouritism, in the interests
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privileged classes. To-day, as
party to which they are resolvedintothe best days of the old historic

remain
aim and object peace with honour abroad, loyal, they have for their
nothing
There is
new in the creed of theand timely reforms at home.
ImperialLiberals. Why,
then, it may be asked, was it deemed
necessary
to form a new Association, and thus to incur the risk of
creating a new line of cleavage
in

the ranks of a party already shattered and
broken by political
The answer to this ques[ion is to be found in the existence within the ranks
of the

differences and personal rivalries ?

jarty of a section who were doing it great damage
from their disoyal action and their open sympathy with the enemies
of their
country. Their proceedings have lately been brought to light
condemned by every loyal citizen. (Cheers.) The promoters of and
Imperial Liberal movement believed that steps should be takenthe
to
show that Liberalism in the truest sense was not inconsistent with

loyalty to the Empire. They desired to avert the grave public

disaster of a further defection from our weakened ranks. And now
I pass on to the practical work of the Association. Ilitherto
it has consisted mainly in the circulation of political literature. It has
distributed leaflets. Leaflets are excellent things. They are an
invaluable aid to the man in the street who has to form a judgment on
important issues with a brief examinationof leading points. They
give the cream of the best speechesand the pith and marrow of
political controversy. During the recent election the Associilttondid all
it could for candidates by sending to their support speakers and workers.

A considerable number of candidates so supported were returned.
Our Association numbers already 300 members. We are recruiting
steadily. Many active and influential Liberals are joining our ranks.
(Cheers.) The publication of certain resolutions by the Committee
is the latest incident to whichI need refer. I may observein passing
I may,
that, as President of the Council, I wtusnot directly
however, remark, that the resolutions have been misunderstood and
misrepresented, They have been held to imply a policy of ostracism.
An Association such as ours has no right and no pretensions to exclude

in
from the ranks of the Liberal party all men who are not precisely
has
It
Empire.
the
of
relations
external
accord with our views on the
whose sym-

ever been the boast of the Libertd party that it includes men
absolute accord
pathies take a wide range—men who do not insist ou ancause. (Cheers)
good
a
in
action
common
on all points in order to take
endeavour to explain
Dismissing the subject of the resolutions, I willit. We can adopt as
understuud
the position of Imperial Libertvlsas I
Houseof Commonsdays—I
our creed that of a great Liberal of my
W, E. Forster. Cheers.)
refer to the honoured mune of the lute Mr.
principles of Li eralism
great
There is no doubt," ho said, what the
of class restrictions,
abolition
the
are ; equality before the law, progress,
determinatiou that neither king,
freed01u of tho Press, aye, and a
liberty of any British

the
nor peer, nor mob, shall take away
thing more than another
one
is
(Cheers.) If there
the hope
part in politically,it is extending
that I hope to live for and take
realm
realm—a
British
that beibre I die I may see the
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she has sent out, themselveg
her children, whom her in a bond of peace
all the world over,
with
that
communities—united
self-governing
we turn as our leader?
shall be an example."
now, to whom shall
and qualificationß,
Imperialism. (Cheers.) And
circumstances
of
case of any other
the
(Hear, hear.) A combination
equal degree in
whichwe do not, find intoanLord Rosebery. (Loud cheers) We have
statesman, points clearly
a leader, admirably qualified, in Lord
long had in the Ilouse of Lords
have Sir Ilenry Campbell-Bannerman,
we
Kimberley. In the Connnons
served, and whose qualities of heart
once
I
whom
an old colleagueunder
We can find leaders whom we
and head I learnt highly to appreciate.
to formulate a policy
juncture
present
the
at
trust. It is more difiicult
Liberal
old
faith. Meanthe
of
marks
distinctive
the
whichwill bear
duty.
plain
It is that of
a
us
before
while,we of the ()ppositionhave
of
government
our
good
country.
the
promote
helping ill every way to
can
We
sometimes
best
suggestion.
and
criticisl)l
by
help
We can
help by silent support of the policy of the Government. " They also
servewho only stand and wait." It is surely wrong to say that the
first and only duty of an Opposition is to oppose. (Hear, hear.) It is

essentialthat it should be independent,and that its conduct should
never degenerate into a mercenary scramble for the loaves and fishes.
Until the war has ceased, and a settlement has been effected, the

attention of Governmentand Parliament must be concentrated on
South Africa. It is unprofitableat this stage to discuss the origin of
our differenceswith the Boers or the necessity for an appeal to arms.
By unparalleledefforts on the part of the War Department, by the
patriotism which supplied invaluable reinforcements

of Militia)

Yeomanry,and
the splendid loyalty
which induced the Coloniesto send into the field the contingents

which have done so well—(hear,
by the able conduct of
Lord Roberts—(cheersand hear, hear) - and his comrades in arms, we
have subduedthe stalwart resistance of the Boers. The military task has
been difficult; the political problem which we
is even
more formidable. It should be our aim to have yet to solve
Government
establish
a
which shall be at once just and generous,
words of the President of Trinity College, and under which, in the
Oxford, in addressing the
EightyClub,due regard shall be
paid
on
the one hand to British
interests,

and on the other
the traditions, the rights, and even, in
somecases,the prejudicesoftothe
gallant nation with whom we have
been
in conflict. (Hear,
to the task. Whether I hear.) British statesmanship will prove equal
I am assuredthat any look to our own leaders or to Lord Salisbury'

one of these men, with Sir Alfred Milner on
the
hear)—wouldarrive at a satisfactory
solution. It is'
unfortunately,the case that
our statesmen can rarely work with a free
hand. They have to
such cases must be reckon with public opinion, and public opinion in
formedwith little knowledge
facts with which we have
of the
to deal. While guerilla of the state
on, it is the part of
going
still
is
warfare
agement to mrther the patriot to say nothing which can give encour
without one or two resistance. I cannot, however, leave the subiect
obvious remarks on
the position in South Afnc&•

The Boers have ceased to be in any Bongea military
power. They will
never again be able to put an army into the field. They
will never be
permitted to draw large revenues from the labour and the enterprise
of British subjects, to be applied in extensive military preparations.

'l'his also is certain, that after their crushing defeat the idea, if ever
entertained, of the Boer army marching downto the Capeand driving

us into the sea has been dispelled as an idle dream. Gentlemen, let us
leave the settlement of details which, from an Imperial point of view
cannot concern us very much, to those who command the best sources
of knowledge, and who must bear the responsibilityof the final regult.

I must say a few words in conclusion as to the future course

of our Association. I believe it well for the country, which is the
first consideration, and well for the Liberal party, which should be
the second consideration, that our Associationshould be kept alive
— (hear, hear)—steadily pursuing its original purpose, correcting, at
every suitable opportunity the false impression, too widely prevalent,
that Liberal sympathies in politics are usually associatedwith indifference and lukewarmness in regard to Imperial interests. (Hear, hear.)
We shall avoid any action tending to disruption. When speeches are
made by our leading men. which we think It well to put prominently
before the public, we shall do our best to give them wide circulation.
In response to invitations adequately supported, we shall be ready, from

time to time, to hold meetings in important provincialcentres. We
shall be the more ready to respond to such invitations if we can meet
under the presidency of some leading statesman of the party. In a

word, we shall seek by every legitimate means to restore to Parliament
that essential condition of efficient government under the British constitution—l mean a Liberal Party, united by common sympathies with the
cause of the people, united in its unalterable devotion to the Empire,
loyal to the Throne, and faithful to the leader who has been chosen by
already
the representatives of our party sitting in Parliament. I have
leader
that
Association
our
of
members
the
of
opinion
said that in the
whole
should be Lord Rosebery. To him we shall look—to him the
as
issues
great
on
guidance
timely
hear)—for
nation will look—(hear,
ability, and in
and
wisdom
his
in
sure
so
faith
a
have
I
they arise, and
to the time when the
our own principles, that I look with confidence
the signal advantage
to
hands,
his
in
lie
more
once
reins of power will
of the country. (Cheers.)
of " Our Members and CandiDr. HEBERHART,proposing the toast no desire on the part of the
dates," said he was quite sure thereinwas
any factious spirit any members
Imperial Liberal Council to xnnex else. They felt they were justified
Of the House of Commons or anyone
result of the recent General Election, in
in rejoicing publicly over the
Liberal Imperialism as the creed
so far as it seemed to have established
That was their end, and
Putty.
Of the predominant portion of the
was a matter of comparativelysmall
how it had been brought about Council
to further that end,
moment. The Imperial Liberal
to bringing it
contributed
in so far as it
as well as a
and its existence was justified had a sweetrewsonableness
about. Ile thought that theyall anxious to convert their Little Engmissionary zeal. They were

would try to persuade them and attract
landorbrethren. They
; while to those who registed all theirthem
means
by every legitimate merely say, in the words of the great lyric
suasionsthey would
be like us, be as like us as you are able to
" although you can't who
had watched the history of the Liberal party
(Laughter.) Anyone
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They would not have attached much importance
to these bodies had
they not been associated with some very
distinguished
Dr. Clark—(laughter) and fourteen or fifteen M.P.'s names, such as
of varying degrees
of notoriety and public

ot
discovered the cause
thosewhobelievedthat they had and courageous stand.of the decline
The
in its fortunes to Inake a decided
years ago was Verygrand
old Liberalparty they knew some twenty
much
out of condition. It might almost be said that very little but the
skeletonremained. Every earnest Liberal would ask himself the ques-

esteem. (Laughter.) It was absolutely
essential, if they wished to preserve the Liberal Party
force in this country, that they should organizeandas an effective
federato their
forces for the purpose of meeting those different organisations.
They
were now disappearing one by one. Some, he believed, had
gone into voluntar.y liquidation. Although the Council was not yet a year old,
they
had put into the field thirty-seven candidates at the last election—not
but

able to breathe
wouldanswerthat they would live again if they
into the frameworkof the party the living spirit of an intelligent and
enlargedpatriotism. (Applause.) They would then find that the old
party wouldrise in its former might, able to confront and to smite the
forcesof reaction, class interest, and monopoly. (Ilear, hear.) It was

Council. (Cheers.) The first thing they desired to see in the new

for the last few years must

recognise that it was the imperative clut

tion : Were,these dry bones going to live again ? Ile thought they
were

not possible for them to separate their Liberalism and their Imperialism.

The existenceof the one wasthe condition of the existence of the
other. Liberalismwithout a saving Imperial spirit might mean, in the
case of an Empire like ours, disintegration, decadence and a falling

state, while Imperialism untempered by Liberalism might mean militarism,war, reaction, and social ruin. Together they formed a soulstirring and inspiring faith for which they were unable to apologise
to
anyone,and which they claimed the liberty of advancing by
all the
means and all the vigour they could command.
(Cheers.) 'l'hey
believedthat the cultivated classeswere
pathy with them, and that their cause hadalready very largely in sym,
to the workingmen in the great industrial only to be fairly presented
centres to receive from them
alsoa veryconsiderablemeasure of
approval and support. (Cheers.)
From the fourth estate he was
that justice and consideration sanguine they would continue to receive
which had been so abundantly manifested
towardsthem up to the present
time. And he did not think they need
doubt that they would

obtain the leadership of one who was trusted
and respectedin everyquarter
of the great commonwealth of nations
of which this island was
the
centre.
Under these circumstances they
could preserve an even
temper and a cheerful spirit, although they
might have to encounter
censure. (Applause.) a perfect blizzard of misrepresentation and
names of Mr. Perks, He concludedby coupling with the toast the
Mr. Fuller, and Mr.
MR.PERKS,
Cecil Harmsworth.
to be attractingM.P.,replying to the toast, said the Council appeared
considerable
or admirationhe
outside attention, whether from envy, fear.
steadilyforward hardly knew. But at all events they would go
the Liberal Partywith their work until they had
thoroughly permeated
Brassey, and whichwith the principles that had been
expounded by Lord
they
believed were so
essential to social, commerciul,
tion. They had
found
a
ciationsat work.
number of
the ConciliationOnewas called the curiously named and erratic
Committee; aud Stop-the-War Committee ; another

a tinrd the Transvaal Committee.

carpet-baggers,
men who paid their own expenses. He desired to
correct the statement that the Liberal Imperialist section of the Liberal
party numbered only eighty-one members in the new Parliament. He
thought from a perusal of their addresses that at least 142 members of
the Liberal party who had been returned to Parliament had expressed
views absolutely in close accord with those of the Imperial Liberal

session was union on the Front Bench. They did not want on the eve
of a critical division to see one prominent Front Bench man turnin€'
round and whispering to those behind that they had to vote " Aye "
when his neighbour was turning round and saying they had to vote
" No." What was wanted on that bench was unity, and a very strong
influence exercised by the Whips of the Liberal party. They ought to
keep in close contact with their followersin the House, and keep the
Liberal leaders informed of the state of opinionamongtheir followers,
so that they might not make some serious mistakes owingto want of
accurate knowledge as to what the bulk of their party meant to do.
Majorities must rule. Ile thought they would showwhenever any
critical division took place in the coming session on a clear Issue that
they represented what Sir H. Campbell-Bannermanhad described as
four-fifths of the Liberal party. The election had also shown the need
of close attention to outside organization,which was in a deplorable
condition. He heartily joined in the hope that they would soon see
Lord Rosebery at the head of their party. (Cheers.) This certainly
could be said of his Government, that when be went out of office he
left the Treasury overflowingwith funds and this country in a state of
profound peace. (Cheers.)
gathering as a meeting
Mr. J. FULLER,M.P., described the present the smallest of them he
As
party.
Of the naughty boys of the Liberal
Liberalsfirst and forehoped they would never forget that they were
solve.
to
most, and had many great home problems
gave three reasons why the Liberal candiMr. CECILHARMSWORTH
Is. The first was distrust of the
dates had been defeated at the
doing much to remove. The
was
Counci
Liberal party—which this
Throughout the whole
second was imperfect and inadequate leadership.exceptions, received no
honourable
of his campaign he had, with three
party. So long as the leaderassistance from the leaders of the Liberal
which it was now reposed,
in
hands
ship of the party remained in the of success. The third reasou was the
there could be no hope or prospect Secretary of State for the Colonies.
the
infamous campaign conducted by
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M.P., proposed the toast of The Unital
TIIOMAS,
Mr. FRF,F.MAN
Fan )ire."
to the toast, referred to the latenon
I\hr W. I), Reeves,responding
The United Empire (he mid
cmne.
of the hour at, which his turn it
not, be done. (Laughter.
could
IC
and two mintlie,qto talk about must be sacrificed, and he would Nacri.
After eleven o'clock smnething
Che wit of man to deal with an Empire
fice his speech. It, passedof
(he land and the whole of the ocean in
which cornprisedtwo-fifths
the Colonists Imperialism —the gin.
With
two or even ten Ininute,s.
of the
should stand
parts
all
that
cere and ardent desire
that the Empire which wag,
(let,errninntion
a
shoulder,
to
shoulder
the greatest and
should renjain united, and that the British
their
to
down
descendants no
pass
should
earth,
on
mightiest State
monjent. (Applause)
less mighty and great—wasa nmt,ter of realcreed
and part of their
It wasno play of words; it waspart of their
political life. (Cheers. In England he had noticed there had been a
great awakening as to t le real feelings of the self-governing Colonies.
But there had been one trifling tendency to misconception in certain
journals,for it seeined to be thought that this outburst Of affection
towards England was something that had been created by recent events.

'J'hat was not the case. It had been evoked by recent events, but it
had not been created by them. (Cheers.) It had been created by
sixty years of justice, kindness,and fair treatment, by the free institutions whicli Great Britain had given them, and the honourable
treatment accorded them for the last two generations. (Applause.)
The British Empire was not a thing to be apologised for, but a thing
to be proud of from their very hearts In the Colonies the Empire
was accepted because they were proud of it. (Hear, hear.) From
another point of view there were those who would not have been sorry
if there had been no British Empire. To such he would say, the
British Empire was one of the most remorseless facts on the surface Of

the globe. Recallingwords of the soldier in Kipling's poem, they could
not drop the British Empire if they tried. One of the clearest duties of

the British Ellil)irewas to see that the effect of the recent outburst of
enthusiasm should not be allowed to pass away. (Applause.) He hoped
that the Colonies would be brought closer to the great ideal of Imperial Federation,for which they were in a large
He
would not prolong his remarks, although when a measure ready.
Colonial was allowed
to speak on the British Empire, he was easily
carried away by his sub"

ject. (Loud applause.)
Mr. T. Il. WIIITEIIEAI),
member of the Legislative Council of Hong
Kong, also responded.

The proceedingsterminated with
which was proposedby Mr. Il. E. a vote of thanks to Lord Brassey,
Iloare, and carried by acclammation.
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2, Harcourt Buddings, Temple,from the Secretary, E. T. SLATER'
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REPORT
Of the Proceedings at the Dinner
TO

Sir EDWARD GREY,
HELD AT THE

Hotel Cecil on Monday, the 25th March, 1901.
the
Sir Edward Grey, Bart., M.P., was entertained at dinner by25th,
March
Monday,
on
Cecil
Hotel
the
at
Council
Imperial Liberal
right the
1901. Lord Brassey presided, having on his immediate
Strathcona,
Lord
were
present
those
among
guest of the evening ; and
W. P. Reeves, Mr.
Hon. Sir John Cockburn, K.C.M.G.,Hon.Council),
Hon. Armine
County
London
Torrance (Chairman of the
Master of
the
M.P.,
Wodehouse, M.P., Hon. Arthur Brand,
Haldane,
Mr.
M.P.,
K.c.,
Walton,
Elibank, M.P., Mr. Lawson
K.c.,
Wallace,
Mr.
MT.,
K.c., M.P., Mr. W. S. Robson, K.c., Mr.
M.P.,
Kearley,
Hudson
M.P.,
M.P., Mr. Alexander Ure, K.c., Freeman Thomas, M.P., Mr. H. J.
Mr. Joseph Walton, M.P., Mr.
J. Fuller, M.P., Mr. Leicester
Tennant, M.P., Mr. Priestley, M.P., Mr.
Norton, M.P., Dr. Heber Hart
llarmsworth, M.P., Captain Cecil Hon. T. S. Brand, Sir Wemyss
the
(chairman of committee), AdmiralJames
Mansfield,the Rev. Russell
Reid, Hon. T. A. Brassey, Hon.Mr. E. T. cook, Mr. Rickards, K.C.,
Wakefield, Dr. Napier, L.C.C.,Tenncnt,Mr. H. E. Hoare, Mr. John
Professor Hewins, Mr. E. P. Dr. Reinhardt, Messrs. H. H. Raphael,
J: W. Greig,
Barker, Captain A. L. Renton,
R. Hippisley Cox,de
R. Walker,
H.
Allan J. Lawrie, R. T. G. Tangye,
Beeton,
M,
Mayson
Secretary).
Slater
Charles Henry, W. B. Dumeld,
T.
E.
Brice and Mr.
Dr. Hutchinson, Mr. A. M. the toast of the King, whi was duly
proposed
The PRESIDENT
London County Council)
honoured.
(Chairman of the
TORRANCE
M.
A,
Mr.
Parliament."
proposed The Imperial
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of Lords, said he
responding for the Tlouse
LORDSTRATHCONA, who looked beyond mere party politics
very glad to be with those
Empire. He desired to see each party in
the higher interests of the upon broad Imperial principles. It was
the State basing their policy
to have the opportunity of doing honour
an especialpleasure to him
must all regard

whom they
to the guest of the evening,

with the

greatest esteem. (Cheers.)
responding for the House of Com.
Mr. W. S. R0Bso.N,K.C., M.P.,
stood in need of all

the
mons, said the House of Commons
freedom of procedure was
goodwillit could get. Its ancient by the Irish party was metbeing
with
steadilydiminished. Obstruction
and the result was that the
parliamentarycoercion by the Tory party ; credit,
but
executivegained, not indeed in honour orconflict was innotpower, Which
This
without its
judgment.
little
very
with
it used
bearing on Imperial affairs. The expansion of England had only
beenpossiblebecauseof the freedom of England, and the freedom
of England was embodied in its Parliament. The fact that freedom
was the basis of English Empire, justified Liberal Imperialism and

hear), and among the best of those on whom would depend the
future good government of the countrythe Liberalparty acclaimed
with no dissentient voice Sir Edward Grey, (Cheers.)
SIR EDWARDGREY,who was warmly received, observed that, as
Lord Brassey had said, they were in agreemenb and sympathy with
regard to public questions. They had lately been through a very
trying time, and they had had to bear a considerablepart in the last
election—an exceedingly trying election, becauseof the divisions in

the Liberal party and the time at which the electionwas taken.
Those who had had to hold their own as critics of the Government
without compromising their views on the merits of the war must feel
strong bond of sympathy uniting them. (Hear, hear.) He had
from the beginning been quite clear upon whom the blame for the
outbreak of the war rested; and he had also been clear that there could
be only one end to the war—the incorporationof the Boer States
in the British Empire. (Cheers.) Like all of them, however, he
had been dismayed at the mess into which the countryhad been

he hoped the day would never come when Liberalism would cease to

brought; and he wished that the elections could have been confined to

Liberalism. (Cheers.)

the Government. (Hear, hear. That, however, was impossible, and
they had had to do their best to ring out what they considered the real
issues. While the Imperial Liberal Council had borne a great part
in trying to keep public attention concentrated on what he believed

have an Imperial side. There would always be a certain number of
English Anglophobes,but they were not essentially a product of

in proposingthe toast of the evening, " The
L0RDBRASSEY,

Health of Sir Edward Grey," remarked that they received their

guest with a warm welcome, because they believed him to be in full
sympathy with the aims and objects of the Imperial Liberal Council.

(Hear,hear.) It was not, however,in the name of a section that he
offeredthe toast; he preferredto speak as one serving in the ranks
of the united Liberal party. Sir Edward Grey made his mark in an
officialcapacityin the department of Foreign Affairs. He had been
the exponent and the critic of policy in troublous times. He had
spoken often, but always wisely. He had been firm, yet prudent ;
patriotic,but not aggressive. (Hear, hear.) He had stood for his
country's rights. He had not shared those groundless fears Of
Russiaand France which sometimes possessed
On all the
questions which were ripe for legislation Sir others.
Grey had
Edward
lately given an expositionof his views, which
they
had
heard
with
approval. In comparisonwith the claims
fidelityto principle, and rectitude of publicwhich rested on ability,
conduct, those resting
on tradition might seem of small
lightly of names so reverenced in account ; yet let them not speak
the Liberal party as those of Grey,
Russell and Althorp. They
Grey was borne so worthily atwere glad that the honoured name Of
Their guest that evening had the dawn of a new century. (Cheers.)
Houseof Commonsand in thealready gained a high position in the
seeking it. Sir Edward Grey country. He had gamed it without
was a magnetic man. Hear, hear•
The disintegrationof the
such splendid services in great historic party which ad rendere
misfortune. There were, the cause of freedom had been L national
however,signs of a turn in the tide (hear

criticism of the lack of foresight and miscalculationon the part of

to be the really important and critical points, it had been the subject of very great controversy. There were people who objected
to the word " Imperialism," and he was not very fond of any long
be
word ending in " ism." He agreed that " Imperialism" mightwas
It
word?
better
open to objection, but could they find a
instead of
suggested that " Commonwealth" should be used
of view of
Empire," but he did not know thnt, from the point word
than
better
much
a
c
'
was
"
language, Commonwealthism
that
mentioned
been
had
"
schism
"
word
" Imperialism." The
was approevening, and there had been people who held that schism
Council—thatit

priate to the action of the Imperial Liberal
point of view of party,
had been a factious body, and, from the
found in their Presiwas
that
to
treasonable. A suffcient answer
than

distinguished
dent. (Cheers.) Of tull men no one wasofmore
duty, combined
public
sense
Lord Brassey for a single-minded
to
necessary have a separate
with a straight loyalty to party. Was it the Council had held in these
organization to express the views which was inevitable. He defied
it
times of controversy? He thought
Imperial Liberal Counciland
the
of
publications
anyone to read the
to give offence to any Liberal,
find in them anything which ought
as to which of course there
putting aside the question of the war,
remove two misconcep-

to
was division of opinion. He desired
present time. One was
the
at
abroad
be
tions which seemed to
countrywas wrong in the war,
that unless one thought that thison any question. There was no
it was impossible to vote Liberal
the House of Commonsfor any
foundation in the division lists of
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The other misconception was that if one
such theory as that.
was right in the war, one ought to profess
thoughtthat the country
of the present Government. That Was to say that
oneselfa supporter
themselves to vote for the Agricultural Rates Bill,
they must pledge and unconditional support to voluntary
schoolN
for indiscriminate total abstinence from temperance
and for partial or was a complete non sequitur. legislation.
He thought that that, day for the country if Imperial (Laughter.)
sympathies
Surely, it would bo a bad
should be all herded together
wereto renderit necessarythatbemen
impossible for either party to hold
in oneparty, and if it should of the
Empire without sacrificing all
interests
broad views of the
would be the worst day this
That
affairs.
home
upon
their opinions
countryhad ever seen. It would mean that one party in this
countrywould lose the sympathy of our free self-governing colonies.
They would feel bound to become partisans of one party in this
country rather than the other. That would not be an agreeable
position. They would know that one swing of the pendulum of
home affairs might put the Imperial Government out of sympathy
with them; and if they once felt that, the ties which had recently
united the different parts of the Empire would receive the greatest
shock they had ever had. (Cheers.) It was in the public interest
essential that every Government should have able-bodied critics,
and that both politicalparties—theLiberal party not less than
the other—shouldcultivate a broad View of Imperial questions.
The existence of the Imperial Liberal Council showed that the
misconceptionsput abroad by the other side with respect to what
they called the Little-Englandismof the Liberal party were
not
founded on any fact, but on electioneering. (Cheers.)
Every
Government
was bound,in the nature of things, to commit great
manymistakes; it was also bound to have a great
many reckless
frienV
ds, who would defend whatever it did.
Any party left to itself
and its friends would,
in the course
the country. An Oppositionshould of time, consummate the ruin of
oppose, but it ought to make its
oppositionconcentrated, intelligent, and
effective. He thought that
at the present time the Liberal
too manyinfallible peoplein itsparty suffered a little from possessing
ranks, too many who thought that
they possessedthat
tain to result in theparticular brand of opinion which was cer-

of the Government if only the
partywouldadopt it. overthrow
For
his
own
part he did not think they
ought on every occasion
to

be running some hare of their own'
simply because for the
moment
they were in opposition to the
present Government.
They should be discriminating
opposition. They ought
in their
to agree on what were
points in the Government
really the weok
Take the foreign policy case and concentrate upon them•
of the Government.
who thought it had
He was not one
but he did think that been vicious, immoral, or even aggressive,
it
had
shouldhave been
clear, and thatbeen very often nebulous when it
many poor bargains.
the Government had mode great
(Hear, hear.) Take
the South African polioy•

In his opinion the great armaments
in
aspirations which unsettled the whole the Transvaalled to Boer
oountry and undoubtedly led
the Boors to believe that in the struggle
they
however,
was
That,
no reason why they should would be successful.
have been landed in
war which would cost them
before
were told the other day in the House of Lords it was over. They
that the Commanderin-Chief had advised military prepnrationsbefore
were prepared to adopt them. The answer of the Government
was that they loved peace so much that, whilethe Government
they were engaged in negotiations, they felt bound to demonstrate
peaceful
disposition, and they doubted whether the countrytheir
would
stood aggressive preparations. Judging, however, from whathave
had
happened, he should have thought that the country would have
stood anything. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) The country, as a
matter of fact, was led astray to think that the Uitlanderquestion
was the really important question in South Africa. Had its attention been called to that of the Transvaalarmamentsand the great
danger of the military situation in South Africa, he ventured to say
that public opinion would have refused no necessary support. Had

the people been told that the Boers were arming to put an end to
British supremacy in South Africa,he believed the history of the
past two years would have been different. (Hear, bear.) If they
came to home policy, some of the measuresof the Government
had been wasteful—for instance, the Agricultural Rates Bill, and
some of them had been biassed—theirhandling of the education
question, for instance. In large questions, such as Housing and
Temperance, there had been a total failure to grasp the urgency and

importance of the issues. (Hear, hear.) He wished that the

elections could have turned on these matters. He hoped that when
the war was over it might never again be possibleto have an issue
so misrepresented as had been the case during these elections.

Unfortunately there was minority in this country—entirelyin
earnest —who, by their speeches and actions,enabled the Government to go to the country with the cry that it representedthe only
party who were in earnest about the war, and he could imagine a
man in South Africa wondering whilst the elections were going on,
whether the Governmentor the pro-Boerswouldwin—(laughter)—
see the
when as a matter of fact both parties were determinedto was
bad
it
but
electioneering
good
be
might
This
struggle through.
really
who
Parliament
in
patriotism. There was only one party
WilSthe Irish party.
desired the triumph of the Boers, and that were
in the wrong on
we
that
The Irish party always took the view
regrettedthis,
He
mutters.
external
to
any question with respect
The roots
recriminution.
for
but he should never make it 1bsubject
wus not prepured to say
Of Irish bitterness went so deep that hemade
him regret the more
that he was surprised at this, Lnd it onlyof Mr. Gladstone's declining
efforts
that the failure of the magnificent
being confronted with tho
years should have resulted now in theirthun ever. , (Hear, hear.)
form
Irish problem in moxe difficult

tho wnr wore differences
of opinion differences tnust go on until not Of
The (lifTet•ences
the
These
ptinciple but,of fnct. n.ppronchingthe titne when
settlement
in
was over. They were
one proposill for a Settle.
fact,
in
;
discussed
bc
South Africn tnus(
before thetn, Ile hod always felt that after
Inent had rend)' been ntust be nn interval of direct administration.
was over there
tile
Crown Colony administration,"
the use of the tern) had
dislikea
Ile
never been felt to be very
because that fortn of governtnent
associated with neglect,
been
often
had
Otlicientor sytnpnthetic, It
had of direct
'I'ransvnul
the
which
and the previouq experience associated with dissatisfaction. admini8.
But the
tnusC
trntion was one that

nature.
ndnninistration proposed was of un exceptional very

It w08, in the

exceptional man
first place, to be under Sir Alfred Milner—n
be
supported
to
by carefully
was
it
place,
(cheers). In the next
in
the
third
place,
calibre;
it was
high
of
servants
chosencivil
to be one which begun with liberal tren,ttnent in reparation for the
lossescaused by the wn,r(cheers). Ile did not think that we could
letter [0 130thu,and he could not understand why the terms proposed
like to know why those terrns were rejected.
were rejected, I le
jnight have been in the Boer mind some
there
that
It was possible
glean)of hope of European cotnplictlt,ions,but anyone who led the
this country continuing Che struggle was ttlking upon himself
criniinnl responsibility. (Cheers). It was irnpossible to grant a
amnesty to British subjects who had taken up arms against
us, but, in his opinion, the penalties inflicted ought to be moderate,
and such as could be made the subject of niitigution afterwards.
(Ileur, hear). Beyondthat he did not think they ought to go at the
present tilne. What was (lone in the way of mitigation must depend
upon how soon and how satisfactorily the country settled down.
The subject of Boer independence nntst be excluded from
discussion,because it Inea.nt sowing the seeds for future trouble.
(Cheers
The Colonial Secretary had, in the most extra•
ordinltry way, told (he country that the Boers objected to the
personalityof Sir Alfred Milner, If that was n.n important element,
why was it not disclosed in the papers which
had been laid before
Parliunjent; and, if it was not irnportant, why was
it disclosed in such
way after the papers had been published?
hear). It must
(Ilear,
be renjenlberedthat after the war
would not
be,entirelywith the Boers. They was over their difliculty element
in
would
have
the British
South Africa to convince of the
the
wisdom
treating
of
the
of
policy
Boers with leniency, and even
which had taken dace showedwith generosity. All the negotiations
that Lord Kitchener und Sir A. Milner
had approached tlhe settlenjent
of the question from the poini of view
of lenient and generous
men,
the British elonent in South (Cheers). If they were to reconcile
Boers, Sir A. Milner had Africato a generous treatment of the
possess. (fleur, hear). If advantages which no Other man could
they were to recall him in deferenoeto

Boer objections, it would be impossible
to send ony other man
who
would not find his position made untenable
would be created in tho mind of tho British by tho distrust which
in South Afrk:s.
(Cheers). They had lately had considerablesection
unxiety
affairs in Chinn. With reference to the recent tucute Withrespectto
this country and RussitL over tho ruilway siding nt dispute bctwoen
Tien-tgin,
very good illustration of how serious small thing might it
becornøt
and how easily it might be dispogedof, if Governmentswore
well
disposed. (fleur, hear). They would have 8Lid thtut it WL8intolor.
ablo for two great nations to o to war over guch ILdigpute, but if
two
great nations had serious su jects in dispute railwtbY'
siding might
between

them. He valued the incident stron evilead to a war
(lence that both tho British and the RussianGovernmentsdiä not
intend to allow themselves to be brought into conflict by such mottorg.

It was no use discussing the question of the positionof Russitl in

China us if the British ships had not been withdrawnfrom Port

Arthur.

(Ileur, hear).

It must also be borne in mind in connection

with the question of Munchuriu that the occupationof Port Arthur
luul entirely tiltered the point of view from which they should approach
the question. What they had got to downs to give up trying to makoout
that things which hod huppened hod not happened, to recognize that

they had happened, and to mnke the best of lt. What ho wouldlike
tho Government do would bo to take every opportunity of
to
convincing Russia that, while they sow that she must naturally have
sorne aspirations in that port of the world after 011that had happened,
yet that it ought to be her business, if she rotblizedthose aspirations,
trusted that
to do so without rc1Llizingthem Lt their cost. Ho Governments
foreign
of
minds
the
it was being driven into
in China was
that the British Government's real desire
aspira•
territorial
no
had
they
that of open trade, and that
open
the
wtLS
Chinn
in
interest
real
Cheers). Their
tions.
believed
ho
but
concert,
the
e did not hope for too much from
door.
pressure upon others to accept
that if they would only agree to bring ; but if countries wont for
secured
the open door, then peaco was renlise
their own political ambitiong
to
tried
and
exclusive privileges,
would bc cortuin to lerulto conflict.
at the expense of others, then it education question, tho temperance
(Cheers). Then there were the House of Lords and tho House of
The I-louseof
question, and the question of the
power ought to reside. stoodily
of
seat
the
losing
which
in
Commons
Conservative side, had been
in
botu•
to
ought
Commons, it was said on the
they
If it had, surely
respect during recent years.had had a majorityof 150, and if tho
tnind that the Government going down, It hud not been because
House of Commons had been ascendency. On till these questions
in the
the Liberal purty
feeling, If the
business,
principles
they needed
rod master of its own inflow
the
mark,
the
needed
was to be kept up to
whole country, they
in
Ho believed
the free mouthpiece of theouthority into
showin«
of
of Liberal opinion and LiberalCouncilbad taken—that

line which the Imperial
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affairs—wasto bo found the true
a wise,broadsympathy on Imperial
dii'ferent sections of the Party
the
between
methodof agreement
the war was over. When
a.fter
which he trusted might unite them
it
be possible to make some
would
that was done, and not till then,
an efficiency which
Commons
of
Ilouse
the
progress in restoringto
those
great questions at
handling
in
and
it.
frono
tnvay
had passed
home whichhad fallen into arrear in the only way in which they
could be handled effectively, by men untrammelled by vested
interests,on broad progressivelines, and with the great desire to
treat those questions thoroughly, ilnpartially and effectively. (Cheers.)

In concluding,the speaker said that theirs was the first instance of
a LiberalEmpire in the historyof the world, and it was only by
carryingon the Empire in accordance with those great Liberal prin.
ciples which they advocated that they could hope that it would
continue to exist. (Loud cheers.)

Mr. LAws0NWALTON,
K.C., M.P., in proposing " The Australian
Commonwealth,"said no subject, save that of the British Empire
itself, could well awaken more keenly the interest of the members of
the Imperial Liberal Council than the topic connected with that

toast. It aroused reflection, stirred the imagination, and —ifwe were

primitiveenoughto possessfeelings—
it might even kindle enthusiasm. Thev had seen the Australian Commonwealth take the first
step
in the march of national existence,and they wondered
what might
be its career. The confidence,the determination,and the
success
which had attended that

achievement augured well for the future.
Yle thought they would agree that the unification
of Australia was
the most momentousfact of the transitional
epoch
between the old
century and the new. Philosophers would
tell them—and the
philosopherthey had always with them—that
they had seen the
illustration of the great principle that the
evolution of self-government in the limbs of empire might
be co-ordinated with a strengthening of the ties which united them
with the centre, and that the
membersof the bodymight be
consolidated
and developed without
weakeningthe compositestrength
of the organisation, or the guiding
and controlling functions of
he believed,wouldverify that its head. History would test and,
be applied to every portion proposition. If the principle was to
imagination might well pause of the dominions of the Crown, the
which unfoldeditself before before the roll of historic possibilities
their vision. What,
British Empire fifty years
indeed, would be the
hence:
If he were to select phrase
should at once most fully,
which
describe the Commonwealth appropriately and most suggestively
of Australia, he should
say that it
which bore
relation
the
The Bill by which the
greatness of the future. (Cheers.
achievement of
many striking features.
was effected ha
There was one which
than any other. He
impressed him more
doubted
if
hibitionof filial trust
history afforded a parallel
to the exbetween an offspring
such as they had just
and a parent nationality
witnessed. The
federated colonies of Aus-
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placed the legi81ative proposals
future in the hands of the mother of which were to mould their
would be respected, their Parliaments, confidentthat their
aspirations honoured,and
wishes regarded with sympathetic affection.
their
They must all rejoice
Chat that trust was not betrayed, The
sacrificeswhich Australia
had made in connection with the South
without their lessons. Curiously enough African War were not
they
of the movement in the development of local were the concomitant
to negative any suggested tendency towards autonomy and seemed
disruption. They hod
disturbed the dogmas of a political philosophy
canonical, and had shaken the infallibility of well nigh grown
political theorists
pontifical.

almost
They had learnt that the forcesof
sentiment—
or he would rather say of emotion—asa cohesive
element among
the nationalities of the Empire had been underrated.
Common
race, common speech, common
patriotism, after all counted for
something. They were bonds which would not stand the
of
utilitarian tests ; but in the crisis of a country's emergencystrain
they had
proved themselves " hoops of steel "—hoops of steel by which Great

Britain and Australia might ever, he trusted, be grappled together.
(Cheers.)

The Australian Commonwealth suggested so many subjects

of congratulation that he hesitated to select one for specialmention.
He could not, however, refrain from congratulating their colonial
fellow subjects on the happy inspiration which gave them their name.
It possessed associations of special interest for the members of that
Council. It carried the mind back to that period of their history
when they possessed a government at once popular and imperial
which combined a determination to secure freedom at home with an
enterprising, magnanimous and courageous policy abroad; which
defended liberty upon their own shores and spared no sacrifice to
protect the rights of Englishmen in every part of the globe. That

was the national ideal of policy then. It was, he believed,the
national ideal of policy now ; and they owed it to the Imperial
Liberal Council that they had striven with some success to prevent
the appropriation of that ideal by one of the parties in the state.
(Cheers.)

in responding,said that he felt it a great
SIR JOHNCOCKBURN,
honour to be called upon to respond to the toast of the Commonwealth so eloquently proposed by Mr. Walton,and so enthusiasticwould
ally received. Two great pageants, one past, one future,
Federation.
Australian
of
inauguration
the
be associated with
of Sydney
Those only who were acquainted with the magic scenerythe nativity
attending
ceremonies
the
of
could realize the splendour
of the century An enthusiOf the Commonwealth on the first day
in Melbourne of the Heir
astic display of loyalty awaited tbe landing
Parliament'on
Commonwealth
to the British throne to open the
spectacular
less
event,
an
celebrations
May 9th. Between those two
to
importance
deepest
of the
in Its nature, but fraught with issues
week.
very
that
place
taking
the welfare of the Commonweulth,wasfor the Senate and the House
On Friday and Saturday the elections

ii
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toke pln,ce,and never in tho world's history
of Representativeswould
legislature been based upon BOliberal fran.
had the two brunches of a
South Australia and Western Augtralio
chise. Every man, and in vote,
one: nomineeism,
and no more
one
every adult, would have
swept
been
had
voting
and
property qualification,and plural triumphnnt. (Cheers.) Lxperi.
stood
Australia
of
democracy
the
in the popular will. Demo.
ence h8d justified Australia's confidence
of the highest national
guardian
cracy hild proved itself an efficient
universities
and technical
established
interests. Democracy had
capitals
magnificent
the
gal.
all
in
built
had
schools. Democracy
choicest gems of British
the
of
some
treasured
were
which
in
leries
the Australian con.
and European art, and it wus democrucy that sent
for
themselves laurels
gather
to
veldt
African
South
the
tingents to
alongsidethe flower of the Imperial troops. (Cheers.) The whole
CommonwealthAct aboundedwith trust in the people and faith in
the future, and under the Connmnwealth would be reared a, nation
strong in the noblest traditions of the British race. About 95 per
cent. of their people were of British descent, and they appealed to
the people of Great Britain for sympathy in their determination to
keep that blood free from admixture with coloured races. This was

no mere labour question,as some imagined; it was a deep-seated
racial instinct of vital import to the Empire. The Pacific was des.

tined to be the stage of the international theatre, and Australia, with
its neighbour and ally New Zealand, would spare no effort to uphold
the flag in that part of the world. Might they not confidently anti.
cipate that in the Federal path trodden by the Commonwealth the
previouslyincompatible and antagonistical forces of Empire and
liberty wouldin the future advance hand in hand towards the
ization of the supreme national destiny. (Cheers.)
THEHON.W. P. REEVES
in proposing the toast of " The Press,"
referred to the month of March in England, which was said to come
in like a lion and go out like a lamb. If that were true it must be
a New Zealand lamb—frozen lamb. (Laughter.) Referring to the
Press he mentioned the great advantage which they enjoyed in
being able to obtain for a penny all the news of all that occurred
in the twenty-four hours, and for a half-penny
a good deal more.
(Laughter).
MR.E. T. COOK,
in responding, said
to his former connection with a Londonthat reference had been made
morning paper. He thought
that newspaper proprietors might congratulate
themselves that
recent incident had tended to spread a
more
genial
view of their
behaviour in quarters once
to be very censorious, The
incident in question was notinclined
an isolated one, and when Inst the
editorship of a London Liberal
paper changed hands, good deol
had been said of the wickedness
of mere brute capital. ()n the
present occasion he did not remember
to have heard uny reverber•
otion of those thunders, (Laughter).
On the other
ho hod
noticedthat a distinguished
politician (Mr. Courtney) hod recently
been discoursing on the ethics
of newspaper roanogernent, und hod

boon reminding hig disciples that while editors
might havo their
clnims it wag even more important to remember
had
their
rightg and their duties. He jugt now that
proprietors
(the speaker)
read
between
to
the lines that when
seemed
proprietor
dispensed
with the services of an editor who agreed with the philosopher,
the
proprietor might be wrong; but that when he dispensed
with
disagreed
who
with
editor
the philosopher, the proprietor an
must
certainly be right. (Laughter). There seemed to be a good deal
of
huma,n nature even in politicians who gave themselves the highest
of
mightiest
philosophic
and
airs. (Laughterand hear, hear '
No doubt editors and other journalists were occasionallysubjecte ,
he would not say to temptation, but, at any rate, to pecuniary offers.
Once, and once only, during recent years, he had himself been thus
approached. It was represented to him that certain important
people in South Africa often had news and viewsto communicate
which were likely to be of considerable interest to the British public,
and that they were anxious to find an English newspaperon which
they could rely to insert such items. He said that he quite agreed
that the news and views in question would be likely to be interesting,
and that he should probably always be glad to insert such from them
and as from them. It was then explained to him that he had misunderstood the offer. The items proposedwere to be publishedas
the views of the paper, and for this accommodationpaymentwould
be made. At this stage, he need not say, the negotiationsbroke off
(cheers), but not before they had given him an interesting insight into
one aspect of the South African question, for the persons on behalf of
whom his informant was acting, or professed to be acting, were the
Transvaal Government. (Laughter.)
K.c., M.P., said he had been asked to proMR. R. B. HALDANE,
they should drink the health of " The
separating
before
pose that
proceedings

President."

This was done amid applause,and the

then terminated.
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The Imperial Liberals were declared by Mr. Chamberlainthe other
day to have effaced themselves. But, like the Liberal partyat large,
which has so often been pronounced extinct by those who have left it,

the Imperial Liberals appear to be a fairly lively corpse. At their
annual general meeting, held yesterday, they congratulated themselves

on much good work in the past, and looked forwardto increased
activity in the future.

Now that they have purged themselvesof their

original heresy and disclaimedany intention of pursuinga vendetta
against other Liberals, we see no reason why their work should not be
motto
beneficial. So long as " permeation not proscription" is their
scopefor useful
and education their method, there should be plenty of

indeedMr.
work such as their council foreshadows.It is a pity, as
organisations
sectional
Perks himself admits, that there should be any
to a time,as we
forward
looks
within the Liberal party at all. He
party shouldbe such that
must all do, " when the unity of the Liberal
But this time can only
all sectional organisations would disappear."
permeated,as it was in the
arrive when the Liberal party is once more
sentiment both within and
past, with ideas which appeal to the national
with political leaders who do
without these islands. It is customary
Liberalis
that the " old name of
not wish to commit themselves to say
be good

agree that it ought to
good enough for them." We quite
old days.
be goodenoughin the
enough for all of us. It used to
definiteness
in suffcient
lacking
That it is felt by some people to be
a commanding personality
longer
no
to-day is perhaps because Chereis
general consensusof
differences—nolonger a
which absorbs all minor
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might not precisely correspond to the
opinion which, though it

or of that, was yet recognised as expressing
particular views of this man
party as a whole.
the authoritative views of the
was founded, as we understand it, with
The Imperial Liberal Council
way of protest against other organ.
two ideas. It originated partly by

Liberal " for the schoolof
isations which sought to annex the word "
thought nick-named" Little Englandism." It was the outcome, in the
second place,of the idea that new conditions had arisen which were
likely to lend increased importance to what are called " Imperial questions," and which called, therefore, for an educational organisation
directedto the study of them from a Liberal point of view. Now
there always has been within the Liberal party, and always will be, a
school of thought correspondingto that which is now called " Little
Englaudism." At one time it used to be called the Manchester School;
at other times it has been called the Peace, or Peace-at-any-price
Party. The political ideas which underlie these nicknames have done
much good in their time and place. There will be room for them to do
good in the future. They have done some good, though also
harm, in
the present. But they have never yet controlled the policy
of the
Liberalparty as a whole, and in all probability they never
will. It is,

however,alwaysthe gameof the Tory party to endeavour
to identifr

Liberalismas such with " Little Englandism,"
and there is always a
danger that the country will be deceived
by the attempt. That is why
Mr. Gladstone, in his ever-memorable
Midlothian campaign, was so

carefulto preach another doctrine.
He was attacking the foreign
policyof the Governmentof
the day, and he knew that his attacks
would lose their proper force
if they were believed by the country to
springfrom any lack of
interest in the external rights and duties Of
Great Britain,

or to be inspired by the
spirit of peace-at-any-price or
Little Englandism." He
devoted speech after speech, therefore, to a
demonstrationof the great
achievements of Liberal policy in colonial
and foreign affairs.
He declared that peace,
sacred though it must
ever be, could never
be the first and only
interest of this country. He
repudiatedthe idea that
the Manchester School
could dominatethe
ever had dominated or
policy of the Liberal
passageof unsurpassed
party. He declared in o
eloquence
his lifelong faith in the sacred trust
committedto the
British Empire.
In a word he opposedto the Jin-
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goism of Lord Beaconsfieldnot the doctrineof Little Englandism,
but the doctrine of that sane, tolerant, and unaggressive" Imperihis host in MidlothianiB still identified.
alism with
Mr.

Gladstone swept the country, and it is ' 'the strength that then we were"
which the Liberalism of the future, if it is to regain its old ascendency,

must set itself to win back. If Liberalismafterwardsbegan to lose

ground—ground which it has never yet recovered—itwas partly because
Liberal policy in foreign and Colonial affairs was during the years
1881-5 in some respects uncertain and unhappy, and partly also afterwards because Mr. Gladstone failed to present aud formulatethe Home

Rule idea in the Imperialspirit.
Liberal criticism of Tory policy at this time has failed of much of its
proper effect, because it has been weak where Mr. Gladstone'scampaign
in 1879-80 was strong. It has too often been associated in the public
mind, rightly or wrongly, with mere little Englandism; it was made to
suffer by contact with that bias of anti-patriotismwhich has led to so
many strange and deplorable exhibitions during the South African
trouble. Happily we are coming, as we may hope, to a point at which
differences of opinion among Liberals about the causes of the war wfll
tend to disappear or lose significance. The war will not last for ever.

conWhen It is over, there remains to be made an inquisitioninto its
their
preparations,
duct. The utter ineffciencyof the Government's
turn and in
lack of common sense and common forethought at every
of all Liberals,
every department should exercise the critical faculties
others. There
than
and of "Imperial Liberals" more, rather than less,
and
settlement,
questions of
will remain also, when the war is over, the
must
Other questions
here also Liberals are not likely greatly to differ.
other parts of the world,which
arise, it may be in Africa, it may be in

doctrine of Imperialism" sane,
will call for earnest consideration. The
a
many directions and for many
tolerant, unaggressive," will require, in
the negativecreed

one side from
long day, to be disentangled—onthe
and
side, both from the intolerant
Of Little Englandism ; on the other
take
and
seeks '4to fight everybody
aggressive spread-eagleism which
just cause,
fatalismwhich,even in a
insane
the
from
everything," and
adjust means to ends.
takes no forethought, and fails to
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" If the iron be blunt and one do not whetthe edge,then

put to more strength : but wisdom is profitable to direct." musthe
Thus the
Book of Ecclesiastes. And just now the great nations of the
world

are keenly industrious in the work of whettingthe edgeof their

national intellects {Orthe struggle which is upon them.
What is John Bull's position? He believesin Physicalism,because
by Physicalism.he has won his way to the supremepositiouwhichhe
now occupies. Good, stolid Conservative that he is. he fails to connote

the silent changes that are going on around him. He is surprised
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that brute force, great endurance, and fine intrepidity fail to carry him
through even in the field of physical fighting. What he doesn't recognise is this, that Physicalism is fast giving place,as a ruling force, to

Intellectualism.
intellectual

And unless he concedesto the developmentof the

side of his resources a first class place in his Imperial pro-

gramme, he will find himself, as the Americanssay, "left."

Let us see where John Bull stands in this matter of intellectual

equipment. First as to Elementary Education. Six and a quarter
millions is the total of working-classchildrenin this country. Threequarters of a million of this total are, after 30 years of the Education
Acts, absolutely and entirely unknown to the Educational authorities.
These wretched little derelicts,the childrenof thriftless,indifferent,
a childhood
self-indulgent parents in the main, are slouchingon through
Of misery and destitution to a manhood and womanhoodof crimeand
the eare of the youth of
social failure.
Nobody bothers much becausethe hand of a generous
the nation has not yet been touchedwith working-classboysand
Imperialism. Of the five and a half millionsof
Schools,a
girls whose names are on the rolls of the Public Elementary
they
education
the
million attend with such shocking irregularity that
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smoking viands do the
receive does them about as much good as the cook-shop window. The
hungry tramp who is on the wrong side of the school hours, with these
poorer parts of our great cities swarm, during views education as a
forsaken little gutter-graduates, because nobody
potential factor in National Defence.
Then, again, of the 41 millions of children who attend regularly,
many at the most tender age are compelled to work long hours both
before school in the early morning and after school well into the dead
of night. The eight-year-old scrap of humanity who hangs the milk
can on your door handle at six in the morning, or stuffs the newspaper
under your door, and the nine-year-old veteran in the struggle against
want and wretchedness who shouts " 'Xtra speshul " along the greasy
street—these are the real items in the Imperial make-up. Only
nobody bothers about them. You may have a Royal Commission on
Horse-breeding no doubt. But who cares about these? You may
erect a College for the Arabs of the Kordofan. But who bothers
about the Arabs of the New Cut ?
Take another phase of the question. Half the working-class
children of the country attend schools which depend for their local
support upon voluntary contributions. What a farcical anachronism
to expect to provide for the intellectual equipment of the people
through the medium of private charity! Go into the Elementary
School. Note the terrific size of the classes ; observe the fact that
fourth of the teachers are merelychildren themselves ; consider the
paltry and grudging spirit with which the whole thing is carried out,
and you will gradually understand why it is that Cheddar cheese is

now-a-daysnearly all American; Devonshirebutter nearly all Danish;
Birminghaan small arms frequently German ; Staffordshire rails often
Belgian ; and Derby locomotives Transatlantic !

What is to be done? The first thing is to insist that the intel-

lectual equipment of the people shall be treated as a national question,
and not as the shuttlecock of contending factions. More money must
be spent on education. (At present when you ask for more money in
the House of Commons you only get a cheap sneer from that perplexity—Sir John Gorst.) The children must remain at school longer ;
manyof them must attend more regularly ; they must be taught in
smaller classes and by more highly-qualified teachers. The idea Of
maintaining education by voluntary contributions must be given up.
The charge must be mainly, if not entirely, a national charge, so that
the poverty-stricken rural area may have removed from it the excuse

that it is compelledby its necessityto starve the education of the
children.

In each county borough and county area we must have a
strong local authority supervising all grades of schools
within its area.
These schools—Primary, Higher Elementary, Secondary,
Technical
and University—must be linked together so harmoniously that the lad

of parts may be carried forward from one grade
next without
let or hindrance. This,in order that the Empireto the
future may
the
of
have men upon whom it can rely in all
departments of public life to
carry forward the British heritage
appropriately.

I plead for a touch of the Imperial hand for this question
of educacommercial and mercantile
tion. From the
point of view, we are
along
with
the
cross-bow
blundering
and the arquebnse,whilst
onr
foreign rivals, more keenly connoting the changingforcesof the time,
whether
improvements
considering
cannot
are
even be made in the
magazine guns of the War of Arts and Crafts into whichwe find ourselves plunged. The curse of our country is the stupidlycomplacent
notion that by Divine Right we have a monopolyof supremacyall the
world over. That fallacy must be abandoned. Ourpeoplemust learn
that their reward will be according to their capacity. If their attainments qualify them to become the captains of commerceand the
master-craftsmen of industry, those posts are open to them all the
world over. If, on the other hand, their lack of training fits them to
be merely the hewers of wood and the drawersof waterto the more
highly-equipped peoples of the world, it is into these subordinatepositions that a fierce and relentless competitionwill drop them. Ilow
those upon whose lips are ever the most flamboyantreferencesto the
majesty and the power and the glory of the British Empirecan treat
the question of the training of the people in other than the most
At the
generous and enthusiastic fashion,passesmy comprehension.the
old
to
clings
still
State
the
m
Party
Conservative
the
moment
be
must
there
surely
But
education.
agricultural tradition against
sense
no
in
are
who
Benches
Tory
the
on
scores of young men
by the hide-bound
obscurantist, and who will decline to be fettered
that it is " Little
insist
to
these
traditions of the past. It is for
to be niggardlyin the matter
Englandism " of the most pernicious typeposterity."
It is for theseto
of the equipment of the " trustees of be breathed also into this
demand that the Imperial spirit shall that they may appropriately
problem of the education of our people, so

fulfil their destiny.
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LIBERALS AND THE COLONIES.
It is a favourite argument of our opponentsthat the Liberalscare
little for the Empire outside these islands,that they have always
regarded our colonies and dependencies as a burden to be got rid of as

soon as possible, and that they grudgethe attentionand expenditure
which their connection with us involves on the part of the Mother
Country. Now it is quite true that in the early years of the century
neither Tories nor Liberals placed a just value on our Colonial
Empire. On the one hand Earl Grey wouldhavewithdrawnfrom
Natal and the interior of Cape Colony, while shortly before the
Reform Bill a Tory Committee denounced the folly of wasting men
* Its chairman,Sir HenryParnell
and money upon the Colonies.
on
was ready to part with Canada together with all other possessions
make
could
thought
he
England
the Continent of North America.
It is also
as much out of the Coloniesafter as beforeseparation.
whose
politicians
of
knot
true that there has always been a small
by no
distinguished
and
narrow
been
views on imperial matters have
the
beyond
Empire
great sympathy with the developmentof ouracted with the Liberal
generally
seas and that these politicians have
occasionsbeenopposedto
party, but their views have on nearly allwhile
it will be found that
those of the vast majority of the party, Empire is due to the wise
the continued growth and progress of ourthe Liberal statesmen who
foresight and statesmanlike measures of of this country. In fact it
the
have been responsible for the government
party in this country during
was the predominance of the Liberal our Coloniesthat insured the
kinsmen
most critical years in the youth of
English lines among our loyalty
development of free institutions on
spontaneous
that
of
across the sea, and laid the foundation
in which we have had
throne
the
to
and unenforced attachment
last two years.
particular cause to rejoice during the under happier circumstxnces
it is useless
Whether or no the United States
attached to England,grievous
and
permanently
would have remained
namely,that the
certain,
the
at
is
thing
prevalence
one
to speculate, but
due to the
was
views
separation
the
Had
unhappy method of their
opposed to Liberal.
time of high Tory principles as and the wisest among the Whigs
disentertained by Chatham, BurkeKing and the court party, that
the
of
1901.
Prevailed instead of those
Century," 1st Junuaw,
*Daily sews

& co., Ltd., 81,
fit. Bride streot, Ludgato
Circug, D.C.

Nineteenth
History of the
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of hate and suspicion, not, yet entirely
creditablewar, with its legacy
avoided, and, if separation had ultimately
dissipated, would have beenbeen with mutual good feeling.
comeabout, it might have
CANADA.
with an Object lesson of
The same continent,supplies us with widely different colonial
principles
results to
dispute, settled on Liberal

the United States. It is neces.
thosereferredto in connexionwith
settlement, because,
sary to deal at some length with the Canadian

" of the self-governing
as has been truly said by a great historian,
political history may
whose
Canada,
is
type
colonies,the chief and
* The difficulties which
rest."
the
of
those
include
to
be said almost
the British Governmenthad to encounter in Canada were greatly
aggravatedby the presence there of a large foreign element. When
Canada passed under our sway after the Seven Years' War our
Governmenttreated the population, which was small (about 70,000),
and almost entirely French, with consideration, but the influx of
the " United Empire Loyalists," some 30,000 or 40,000 in number
into the maritime provincesand the valley of the St. Lawrence,
opened the way for a new state of things which was hastened by the
increaseof emigrationfrom this country. In 1791 Pitt was in offce
and endeavouredto solve the diffculty by dividing Canada into two
provinces, Upper and Lower, with separate Administrations and
Legislatures which possessed considerable powers, though the Home
Government retained the right of levying and collecting Customs
Dues and controllingcommerce. Each Province had at its head

a LieutenantGovernorappointedby the Crown. In its passage
through the Imperial Parliament this Act was supported by Burke
but opposed by Fox, who held that " it was most desirable to see the
English and French inhabitants coalesce into one body." f

The Rebellion.

The system brought into force by the Act
a failure. After
forty-five years of growing discontent the proved
among the
bad
feeling
Canadiansbroke out into rebellion in 1837. This was not entirely a
matter of race, for there was a rebellion in
where
there were no French as well as in the the Upper Province
in a
were
Lower
they
where
large majority. The objectof the
proboth
strife
in
was
the
same
vinces, to establish the authority
Governorand his Council,but in of the elective assembly over the
behalf of the French majority Lower Canada it was a struggle on
controlledthe Council,while In against the English minority which
the British to overthrowthe Upper Canada it was an attempt Of
influenceof a, small governing clique
who insisted on
retaining all power in their own hands.

Feeling wag

*GoldwinSmith " TheUnited
Kingdom" ; Vol. ll., p. 385, For a full but succinct
account of the Canadian

difficultiessee Sir J. G. Bourinot's Cunuda in the
c'Cambridge Historical
Series," 1900.
tFox's Viewsproved

It was on this occasion that the famous and finol
quarrel between Burke correct.
and Fox took place.

much inflamed on both sides in
Lower
had numbers on their side, nearly all Canada, for while the French
the characteristicswhich make
for progress in a nation were to be found
with the minority. Vexatious interference on one side, and obstruction
on the other, led to
an outbreak in which, however, the Roman Catholic
clergy almost to
a, man sided with the British Government. It took a long time for
that Government to understand that the real ground of quarrel was
racial. In the Upper Province a guerilla warfare was for a time kept

up with the aid of Americanfilibusters,but in neither of the Canadas can it be said that the rebellion, or rather civil war, was
seriously threatening our rule at the time, though it was a symptom
which, if not wisely met, might in

few years have developed forces

that would have lost us Canada. Fortunately the difficulty,unlike
that in the United States, was met by Liberal statesmen in a Liberal
spirit.

Lord Durham's Report.

In 1838 the Liberal party were in power under Lord Melbourne
and they determined to send out a Commissionto inquire into the
Durham
causes of the Canadian disturbance. They appointed Lord of
great
men
two
by
assisted
was
he
and
Commissioner,
Hi gh
after
young
died
unfortunately
ability, one, Charles Buller, who
other
the
and
country,
his
to
service
future
giving great promise of
in connectionwith
Edward Gibbon Wakefield, who is well known
three men drew
These
colonies.
the foundation of our Australian
to the settleled
only
not
up the famous " Durham Report," which
the test
stood
has
which
basis
a
in
ment of the Canadian question on
epoch
an
formed
effects
and
dispute
of time, but also by " its momentous
of
field
whole
the
colonial history." The report swept
in both the
the cause of discontent
to
employed
clearly pointed out not onlymeans
be
to
were
which
Canadas, but indicated the laid down the lines on which Liberal
remedy them. The writers The report condemned the principle
colonial policy has proceeded. holding the two races apart or keeping
adopted by Pitt of deliberately

choosesto retain these
Governmentcan, if itpurpose. I believethat it
British
the
that
"
accomplish its
against the

dependencies at any cost, one part of the populationsuffcient to
regular troops
has the means of enlisting
the Cunadas with
other, and garrisoning
these colonies
the cost of retaining
embodied
As
view
hazard.
This
great expense and
rapidly diminish."
the folly
withstood
will
had
value
increases, tleir
politicians
to hold
attempt
Whig
any
the theories of those but, while deprecatingforce as an impossible
armed
of the Americanwar,
permanently by an
down our colonies
the Empire on
for developing
necessity
the
clearly points out
of maintaining oar
necessity
the
impressed with
Bions, and strongly
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connectionwith them, I know not m what respect it can be desirable
that we should interfere with their internal legislation in matters
which do not affect their relations with the mother country?"
Fortunatelyit is on this view of colonialgovernment that England
has since acted; though, when first promulgated in this report,
it had a strangesound in the ears of many of our politicians. On
the other hand, Lord Durham held that if Canada was to progress
and prosper it would not be by sacrificing all the progressive
elements to be found among the British population to the stagnation
and old world prejudices prevailing among the French Canadians of
the day. English Government and English views would have
ultimately to prevail. " Without effecting the change so rapidly or
so roughly as to shock the feelings and trample on the welfare of
the existing generation,it must henceforth be the first and steady
purposeof the British Governmentto establish an English population with English laws and language in this province, and to
trust its governmentto none but a decidedlyEnglish legislature."
That is, that English and French must live together, but English
views must prevail, not by an English clique entrenched in power in
an irresponsiblefashion, but by acquiring the control of popular
government. The Report summed up the general principles which
should prevail in the followingwords, which are memorable as indieating the policy that has been adopted and has succeeded so well
both in North Americaand in Australia: —"To conduct this Government harmoniously in accordance with its established prmciples is
now the business of its rulers, and I know not how it is possible to
secure that harmony in any other way than by administering the
Government on those principles which have been found perfectly
efficaciousin Great Britain. I would not impair a single prerogative
of the Crown; on the contrary, I believe that
interests of the
people of these colonies require the protection ofthe
which
prerogatives
have not hitherto been exercised. But the Crown must on the other
hand submit to the necessary consequences of
representative institutions, and if it has to carry on the government
in common with
a representativebody,it must consent to
carry
on by means Of
it
those in whom that representative body
That is,
has
confidence."
the only way to ensure a peaceful future
confer
for
to
was
Canada,
upon that possession Ole right of
self-government.

Views of English Parties on the
Durham Report.

The views of the Durham
vust
majority of the Liberal party asReport were accepted by the Lord
sensible
and
and
practicable,
John Russell brought in Bill
reorganising the Goverment of Conoda
on those lines It woulda be
unfair
to omit to mention that there
were certain Radical members
even
in tho€e days who spoke and
wrotein such a tone as to
convey
the
impression that they not only
believed but desired that the
confusion existing before Lord Durham 'B

* Durham Report p.

207.
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mission would result in the
England.
Among these were separation the Canadians
being the paid agent of theJoseph Hume and Roebuck,the from
latter
Lower Canadian
country.
His speeches and
Assemblyin this
writings
did
much
Canada, and
to
mislead opinion at
inflame feeling in
foolish letter predicting the coming home. Joseph Hume wrote a
published in the Upper Province independence of Cnnada,whichwag
and

extremists represented an infinitesimaldid infinite harm; but these
portionof the Liberal party,.
and fortunately such doctrines of
despmr and lethargy have never
far prevailed as to entirely sway the party
so
the Tories received the Durham Report policy. On the other hand,
with a howl of contempt and
aversion, and met its proposals for the
settlement
bitter opposition. The " QuarterlyReview,"the of Canadawith
exponentof Tory
views as they prevailed in the highest politicalcircles,
declared
" Lord Durham's Report and the scheme which it proposesmustthat
be
utterly rejected," and laid down as an alternativeproposalthnt

" Lower Canada, that has voluntarilyforfeitedits representative

constitution, should be governed by the Queen in Council
' ." Could
we," it asked, if we were planning the overthrowof our Colonial
Dominion have with more art wound round the unhappycolonies
series of more serpent-like coils? v' The writer then went on to,
indulge the dangerous disposition to prophesy which has so often dis-

tinguished Tory opposition to reform. We can venture to answer
that every uncontradicted assertion of that volumewill be made the
excuse of future rebellions, every unquestioned principle will be here-

gospel of treason, and if that rank and
after perverted into
energetic
infectious Report does not receive the high, marked andand
ParliaCrown
Imperial
the
of
indignation
and
discountenance
ment, British Americais lost."

Policy of the Liberal Government.

the LiberalGovernment
Fortunately for the British Empire
put forward by the Little
despair
neither to the counsels of
which

listened
the doctrinesof high Toryism
Englander of the day, nor to as destructive to our retention of the
might have ultimately provedthe case of the United States. They
Colonies as they had done inthe lines advocatedby Lord
the provinces of
determined to legislate on
Act to reunite
Russell's
on July 23rd,
and Lord John Conadx," received the Royal Assent
with
accordance
strict
Upper and Lower Government was acting
had
they
wisely,
the
this
had
1840. In
for they
In
itself,
counsels.
Colony
their
the wishes of theDurham's Report, taken it into each section of the
Act
considered Lord
established by this
equal number of
Assembly
by
represented
the Legislative
in 1839bad clearly
now united provinces Russell in his despatches
the Government had
members. Lord John principles upon whichstated, had no desire
ho
American
laid down the brood
Her Majesty,"
amongher North
way
policy
surer
determined to proceed.
no
system or
there
to maintain anyopinion condemns and
subjects which
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than by maintaining the
gaining the approbationof the Queen
authorities."
legislative
the
with
harmony of the executive

opened on June 14th,
The first Parliament of United Canada waswho
had been sent out
Sydenham,
1841,by the new Governor,Lord
been
succeeded
had
by Sir R.
it
before
by the Liberal Government
with
though
Sydenham,
some
Lord
hesitaAdministration.
Peel's
tion, adoptedin its entirety the principle of responsible government.
During Sir R. Peel's tenure of power Sir Charles Metcalfe
broughtover from India as Governor,and nearly succeeded in upsetting all the good that had been done by a Liberal policy, especially
as his retrograde views received support from the Home Government.
He refused to distribute patronage according to the advice of the
ColonialAdministration,and endeavoured to revive the old system
of personal governmentwhich had prevailed before the Rebellion.
The Tory authorities at home showed their approval of his action by
elevating him to the Peerage. His death perhaps saved a renewal
.of violence, and the appointment by the Liberal Government (in
which Lord John Russellwas Premier and Earl Grey Secretary for
the Colonies) of Lord Elgin as Governor assured the peaceful
developmentof Canada on Liberal lines. Lord Elgin was one of
the greatest, if not the greatest of the Imperial administrators which
this country has ever produced. He made certain the success
of
the policywhich Lord Durham's Report and Lord John Russell's
Act of IA40 had inaugurated, and the " principles of
responsible
Governmentwere never violated from that time forward
by any
Governor of Canada.'

It is thereforeto the LiberalParty of those days
and to the ready
application of the policy which they advocated
that
we owe the
preservation of our North
American Colonies.

AUSTRALIA.
We must rememberthat the results
of this sound statesmanship
.are to be found in all parts of the
Errjpire and not in Canada alone.
The Canadian precedent bas
no less pronounced. Once been followed in Australia with success
the principle had been laid down and
steadily acted upon, its application
Governments,as well as Whig, fromin other cases followed. Tory
time to time have enlarged the
area of free institutions, but
it is grossly unfair to ignore
rendered to the Empire by
the services
Imperial mission of this the Liberal Party. When we talk of the
wag a Liberal Ministry country it should not be forgotten that it
the world with a series that set on foot the system which hag girded
of free, self-governing
communities. Subsecuent
and yet, loya,l British
developmenthas been along
originally laid down
the lines
Lord
John RuggeJJand his colleagues.
roust not be forgotten
It
at the period our either that the growth of Free Trode doctrines
governrnent jn our Coloniegwhich
the
of principles of self.
had very congideruble
effect upon their
• BourinoL'g Canada,"
p. 173.
f
article

of Lord Grey in

the Nineteenth Century
for 1870,
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While dealing with Australia it

illustration of the unfairness of the may be well to give a striking
chnrge that the Liberals, as
have been indifferent to the protection
such,
aggression. As a matter of fact, it of our Coloniesagainst foreign

is to Lord John Russellthat we
owe the preservation of Australiafor
the Anglo-Saxonrace, The
history of South Africa and the early history
of Canada,which we
have sketched, and the present situation
of Newfoundland show how
grave are the diffculties that may arise through
new country of another race or the recognition the presencein a
of foreign interests.
Consequently, Liberals should
never forget or allow their opponents
to overlook the fact that a Liberal Statesman earmarked
Australiafor
purely British development on the soundest lines of British
statesmanship. The French, no less than the English,for a time
had
their eyes fixed on the newly-discoveredlands in the Pacific. A
French company was actually formed for colonial enterprise in New

Zealand but was bought out just in time by its English rival, of

which Wakefield and Baring were the principal promoters. Australia
had hardly then been touched, and Lord John Russell was asked by

the French authority how much of it was claimedby England.
Fortunately, he had the courage and foresight to reply—"The
whole," and so saved for us a Continentwithouta foreignrival to
contest our dominion, It is impossibleto measurethe amount of
the possible trouble and anxieties from which that prompt and
courageous answer has saved this country, or the gratitude that
Australian citizens will ever owe to the memory of Lord John
Russell. Had it not been for his firmnessthe early history of
Canada and our North American Coloniesmight have been re-enacted

in the SouthernSeas.

of
The actual bestowal of constitutions on the various Colonies
was
and
years
many
over
spread
was
Zealand
New
and
on
Australia
followedwere those
the work of both Parties ; but the principles
were generally
which
settlement,
Canadian
inaugurated by the
recognised as furnishing the model on which to work.

SOUTH AFRICA.
rememberedthat Cape Colony
In this connection it must also be
of the Liberals. In 1870
received self-government from the hands
colony did not accept it
the
but
the grant was authorised at home,arose from the Native Question.
for two years. The great difficulty
engaging in disputes with thetonatives
settle
The colony was continually
Government to employ troops
and calling on the Home that this was unfair to the English tuxthem. It was felt at home time the colonyshouldundertakethe
payer, and that it was highWhen the colony had been induced to
•direction of its own ufTuirs. of the fears expressed proved groundmost
on aggressive
assume self-governmentwere
complicatedby the rise ofCape
Colonists
matters
the
less, tcncluntil
in their neighbourhood,
amply
State
were
Dutch
Government
restless
and
Gladstone's
Mr.
of
views
proved that the
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under free institutions far
justified, and' that they were progressing
*
Colony.
Crown
a
as
better than they had done

Liberal Policy does not tend to Separation.

steadily developed by
The principle of self-governmenthas beenthat
the Liberal party
told
are
we
however,
When,
both parties.
view to ultimate
a
with
has everywheredevelopedself-government avowed
principles that
the
to
attention
call
separation, it is as well to

have guided their leaders in such matters. Perhaps a more instructive
illustration cannot be found than in the Despatches, written in 18609

of Sir G. Bowen,then Governor of Queensland, and the Duke of
Newcastle, Secretary of State for the Colonies in Lord Palmerston's
Administration.f "1 for one," said Sir G. Bowen, " cannot bring
myself to assent to the doctrine that the establishment of Parliamentary government absolvesthe representative of the Crown from
all responsibility as to the appointments to public offices. It is his

undoubted right and duty to disallow ill-advised acts of the Colonial
Legislature.
It is my intention so to act with the approval

of Her Majesty's Government." To this the Liberal Secretary of

State replied that this position " is one which may be occupied by
Governor Mith great propriety and with the utmost advantage to the
colony over which he presides, its rights and duties being at once
sustained and limited by the necessity of finding support in an
enlightened public opinion, and the services of Ministers capable of
carrying on the government of the colony with the concurrence of
the Legislature." The same views are to be found prevailing under
Mr. Gladstone's Ministry in 1872. The Governor of Cape Colony,
where responsible government had newly been instituted, was
instructed that " self-government" by no means implied complete

severance from control by the mother country,t and reminded
of " the reserved power expressly retained by the British
Government in order to prevent the grant of local selfgovernment from tending, under any circumstances, to the
degradationof the rights inherent in the Crown in the English
political system, and as a constitutional barrier against the
possible encroachment upon those rights by the usurpation of power
on the part of a local administration." Similar safeguards will
be found in the commission and instructions issued to Sir
J. Fergusson upon his appointment in 1873 as Governor Of
New Zealand. It is diffcult to see how, with these facts before
them, politicians who desire to conduct controversy with any
degree of fairness, can maintain that Liberal Governments have
persistently pursued a policy of weakening the tie between the
• The best statement of tbe case for granting responsible
government to Cape
Colony will be found in an article by Lord Blachford
in the " Nineteenth Century "
tor August, 1879.
t Commons Papers, 1861. Vol. XL.
t Todd, Parliamentary Government in the
Colonies/' p. 70.

mother country and her colonies, and endeavouring

to induce them
to act on all occasions on their ownresponsibility.
It is quite
true that every policy has the defectsof its qualities,
carrying the doctrine of " responsiblegovernment"to its and by
extreme
lengths, it has tended sometimes to make the coloniesthink
them
as
an
regarded
incubus and wished to throwthat
we
the

responsibility for their destinies into their own hands. This
attitude has not been that of one party alone but the Liberal Party
has suffered most in the Colonies from a reputationof indifference
to their attachment, because there has always beena smallknot of
politicians who have held the view of the French StatesmanTurgot,
that colonies were like " fruit which drops fromthe tree when it is
ripe," and who looked forward to the day when our Colonies would
be able to stand alone instead of wishing to unite them to us by indissoluble bonds. It is, however, grossly unfair to attribute such
views to the vast mass of the Party or to their responsibleleaders.

On the contrary, the grant of self-governmentwas accompanied

by wise and prudent advice. On the institution of popular governSir
ment in Nova Scotia, in 1848,Earl Grey advisedthe Governor,not
of
principle
the
upon
strictly
Act
John Harvey, as follows
this, muking
identifying yourself with any one party, but, instead of influential
of
the
between
yourself both a mediator and a moderator proper support to your
and
fair
all
therefore,
all parties. In giving,
avoidany acts which
Council for the time being, you will carefully
personal objectionto
slightest
can possibly be supposed to imply theassent to any measures which
to
their opponents, and also refuse Council
whichmayappearto you
your
by
you
may be proposed to
of the Crownfor
authority
the
of
this
to involve an improper exercise
however,
exercising,
In
to
submitted
party rather than for publicobjects.
be
may
which
measures
power of refusing to sanction recollect that this powerof opposing
you by your Council, you must proposed by the party for the time
effciency upon its
a check upon extreme measures,
depends entirely for its
A refusalto
being in the government,
discretion.
greatest
the
with
and
legitimate ground
being used sparingly
your Council is a
by
you
to
they would
tendered
course
accept advice
resignation,a
their
differyou
for its members to tenderthey feel that the subject on which a which
upon
one
doubtless adopt should you and themselves,was
proveto be so,
ence has arisen, between in their favour. Should itinevitable,
since
public opinion would be must sooner or later becomeneitherpossible
is
views
it
that
concession to their
pro.
acknowledged
of any of the British
it cannot be too distinctly
government
inhabitthe
of
the
nor desirable to carry on in oppositionto the opinion
vinces in North America
and this
since prevailed in the
ever
has
debate
which
Greyin a Opposition
This is the sensible policy
adopted by Lord
by the
assailed
defence
savagely
was the line of
was
he
1262-1289.
vol. 103, col.
House of Lords, when
Bans. Deb.,
;
vol. 43,p. 56
• Commons Papers,
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for not vetoing the actions of the Nova Scotian Government with
regu•d to a public appointment. Advice on the part of the Crown's
representative must not be followedby the veto, if the action of the
Colonial Government was not beyond their powers and clearly taken
with the concurrence of popular opinion.

In conclusion it may be useful to quote some of the actual utterances
of Liberal statesmen of those days on Colonial Policy.
Lord Grey declared that " much of the power and influence of this
country depends upon its having large colonial possessions in different
parts of the world."
Lord John Russell's views were most comprehensively stated in
speech delivered on February S, 1850,in the Ilouse of Commons.

He combated strongly the contentionsof the little Englander of the
day, and showed how disastrous, not only to the Mother Country but

to the Colonieswould have been the separation advocated. " I think,"
he said," that the persons who talk about giving up the Colonies withe
out much investigating the subject do not consider what would be the
probable result with respect to a great number of those Colonies. .
If, as I firmly believe,it is our duty to maintain our great and valuable colonial empire, let us see that those principles are sound which
we adopt in our colonial administration; let us see that they
likely to conduce to the credit of this country, and to contributeare
to
the happiness and prosperity of our colonies.
I have
stated enough to show that both in the North American Colonies
in the Australian, it is our disposition to introduce representative and
institutions, give full scope to the will of the people of those colonies,
and thereby enable them to work their way to their
prosperity
far better than if they were controlled and regulatedown
by
any
ordinances that went from this country.
You should trade

with your colonieson the principle that you are at liberty to obtain
productions from other countries when they may be produced
or cheaper than in the Colonies,and that the Colonies shouldbetter
be at
liberty to trade with all parts of the world in theamanner M€hich
seem to them most advantageous. That, I say, in future must may
be
cardinal point of our policy.
I think the general rule
should be that you should send to the different Colonies men
of the
British race and capable of governing themselves
;
men
whom
you
tell that they shall have full liberty of governing Chcmselves,
and
that'
while you are their representative with respect to all
foreign concerns,
you wish to interfere no further in their domestic
concerns
thnn ma,)'
be clearly and decidedly necessary to prevent
conflict in the colony
itself."*
It is also worth remarking that in the game speech he foro•
shadowed a, Union of all the Australian Colonies,
which hag not
become an accomplishedfact until to-day,
" We proposethot on the propositionof two of
these Colonies
there should be an Assemblyof these different
Austrulion
Councils,
that they should have the powerof framingthe same toriff
for all,
Hongard, vol. 103, p. 1262.
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and that they should have
various other powers which
might be found useful to pervade
we think
It is true the same speaker the whole of these Colonies."
did anticipatethat in the course
time the Colonies might possibly
of
desire full independence,but that
is an anticipation which he
shared with statesmen on both
sides of
the House. Events have falsified
this outlook,but it is to the
policy inaugurated by Liberal
statesmen and to the successful
translation into action of the principles
we owe our present position. It will which they enunciated that
be an
and for themselves when the Liberal Party evil day for the Empire
reject the heritage which
it has received from them, or allow the future
of the whole British
Commonwealth to be anything less than their first care.

W. B. DUFFIELD.
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